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Welcome to Full Thrust Continuum; a supplement
for Full Thrust Cross Dimensions that adds elements
from Full Thrust Warlord and Extreme Thrust. You
will need a copy of Full Thrust: Cross Dimensions to
fully utilize this supplement
DISCLAIMER
No infringement of copy write is intended by this
document. Full Thrust: Continuum is an amateur effort
that claims no profit.
Full Thrust and any ideas, images, or text from
Ground Zero Games publications is copy written and or
trademarked by GZG. All artwork and images in this
book were found on the internet and are assumed to be
in the public domain however they are property of their
creators and in no way is claimed by the producers of
Full Thrust: Continuum.
Credit goes to John Tuffley (creator of Full
Thrust and More Thrust), Stephen Mulholland (Author of
the Full Thrust Warlord from which much of this work
has been copied), Michael Hoyt (Author of Extreme
Thrust), Hugh Fisher (Author of Full Thrust: Cross
Dimensions), Star Ranger for his Light Fighter and
Emergency Thrust rules and the gang from Mechworld
Development Group www.mechworld.de for inspiring
the Flak barrage rules.
From the author:
Some time ago I was asked how our game
group goes about combing these seemingly disparate
rules system together. This is brief overview of what
we do.
Play-Test Credits
I’d like to recognize our play-testers from the
Emerald Coast Skunworks: Clint, Thomas, Barry, Kelsey
and Ben for all their hard work.
Introduction
This work is an attempt to pull in many of the
great fan made works out there and add of few ‘tweaks’
of my own. Many of those tweaks I cannot take sole
credit for and were the result of many player comments
from not only our local gaming group but the players on
the Face Book Full Thrust page and Yahoo groups.
If you are new to full thrust this work may seem
overwhelming at first but keep in mind you can use what
you wish and discard the rest. If your ‘universe’ does not
utilize gunboats, or Phasers (for example) feel free to not
use them. You will not upset game balance.
For veteran players this work will, hopefully,
make it easier for you to make your ship designs more
genre specific whether they be from another starship
combat game or any of the popular sci-fi movies and TV
series.

How to use this book
This book is primarily a supplement for Full
Thrust Cross Dimensions. At first glance it may look like
just a ‘tech supermarket’ but it’s much more.
I attempted to expound upon some already great rules
and to clean up some that don’t integrate well between
rule sets.
Many sections have a note with them to either
‘Add’ or ‘Replace’ followed by a number. That number
referrers to the chapter and paragraph for its
corresponding rule in Full Thrust: Cross Dimensions.
If a particular system is not mentioned here
than you use what is written in Cross Dimensions.

Dice
Six-sided dice are used in this game. These will often be
referred to as a d6. In some cases a 3-sided dice (d3)
is required, in this case simply roll a d6, with 1-2 =1, 34=2, and 5-6=3.
Die Roll Modifiers (DRMs)- some weapons, defensive
systems, and terrain features can affect the outcome of
a die roll. This is expressed as a DRM. A positive (+)
DRM adds to the total of a die roll, while a negative (-)
subtracts from the total. A DRM cannot increase the
result of a die roll above 6 or decrease it below 1. In
situations where a re-roll is allowed (such as after a
penetrating hit with a Beam Weapon), the DRM will not
normally be applied to the re-roll as well. Exceptions will
be listed in the rules for particular systems affected. A
DRM can result in automatic hits or misses.

Turn Sequence
Write orders.
2. Roll for initiative.
3. Launch missiles and or fighters/gunboats.

NEW RULES

1.

Initiative launches last Ship by ship
4.

Half distance for fighters
Move previously launched fighter/gunboat groups.
Initiative moves last

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Move ships.
Fixed movement objects Minelayers
Normal moves FTL entry/exit
Announce velocity of ships if
requested
Secondary fighter moves.
Allocate missile and fighter/gunboat attacks.
Fighters against fighters or missiles.
Point defense fire.
Missile and fighters against ships.
Roll threshold checks if necessary.
Ships fire.

Fire Arcs
The design, construction, and physics of many
weapons limits their effective arcs. While some weapons
can be mounted in such a way that they can fire in any
directions, most are limited in their field of fire. There are
six 60-degree arcs around a ship. These are normally
situated so that the front 60-degree arc faces directly
forward, extending 30- degrees to either side of the
centerline. This is known as the front arc. To left left and
right are the left-forward and right- forward arcs. Behind
them are the left-rear and right-rear arcs. Directly behind
the ship is the rear arc. This is called the Alpha
orientation and is considered the ‘default’ for most ships.
Fire arcs can be offset by 30 degrees. This is most often
done in ships configured for broadside-combat, as
opposed to front-assault combat. This is called the Beta
orientation.

Initiative shoots first Ship
Gunboats also fire during this step
12.

Boarding Actions and resulting damage.

13.

Threshold checks- Roll for EMP effects

14.Damage
15.

control Repair Rolls

Core System Effects

Ship Damage and How Weapons Work
(Replaces 4.7)
It is important to first distinguish between hits
and damage. The hit determines if, and how many times,
the gunners have successfully directed their weapons
into the target. The damage inflicted by those hits
depends on the nature of the weapon used. Some
weapons inflict damage that partially bypasses armor.
Others do no physical damage to the ship, rather they
cause disruption of the electronic systems on board.
Damage is normally applied from left to right, starting
with the armor. Once all the armor is gone, damage is
applied to the first row of hull boxes. If the last box in a
row of hull is destroyed, the ship will need to make
Threshold Tests for all its systems (see below). If the
ship loses its last hull box, it is destroyed.
Some weapons and damage effects can skip some or
most of the armor, and do their damage directly to the
hull. This is important for ships with large amounts of
armor, especially regenerating armor.
Penetrating Damage (P).
Beam-type weapons, on a roll of a natural 6, can
penetrate armor and cause additional internal damage.
The damage from that initial roll of 6 is applied to the
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armor, but any subsequent damage from rerolls is
applied directly to the hull.
Armor Piercing (AP)
Armor Piercing weapons are designed to efficiently
punch through armor and deliver most of their damage
to the hull. If an AP weapon causes multiple points of
damage from a single hit, then the first point is applied to
the armor, and the remainder to the hull.
Example: a large kinetic gun hits a ship for 10 damage. 1
is applied to the armor, the remaining 9 to the hull.

Core Systems- The Reactor Core
Normally a critical hit to a ship’s Engineering section is
very dangerous. Instead of rolling a DCP check to see if
it can be repaired (thus preventing an explosion) the
crew may eject the reactor. This will render the ship
dead in space but will keep it from potentially being
destroyed and damaging nearby units. Once ejected the
ship will continue on course at its last velocity.
The ship counts as destroyed if the scenario is counting
victory points and of course in a campaign may be
recovered.

Semi-Armor Piercing (SAP)
Semi-Armor Piercing weapons have some ability to
penetrate armor. If a SAP hit inflicts multiple points of
damage, then half is applied to the armor (rounding up),
and the remainder to the hull.
Example: a missile strikes a ship for 7 points of damage.
4 points is applied to the armor, 3 to the hull.

Ship’s Baffles
Ships may not fire at targets through the aft fire
arc if they applied thrust that turn. This does not apply to
PDS or ADS systems however it DOES apply to
weapons that have the option of firing in the PDS mode
such as Twin Beams or Phasers.

Ship Fire (phase 11)
The players alternate firing ships at one another, the
loser of initiative firing first. All ship's fire is considered to
be simultaneous for purposes of damage resolution, so a
ship damaged or destroyed during phase 11 can still fire
before that damage is applied.
During this phase the ship fires at enemy ships within
range.
After all ships have fired apply the damage and take any
required threshold tests.

Reactor Breaches (Add to 8.2)

Civil Wars (Optional)
There may be some situations where ‘blue on blue’
battles take place such as civil wars, rebellions etc. If
both fleets are composed of ships built by the same
Navy then all ships and squadrons roll a +1 on their
Direct Fire weapons. The crews of these ships are well
aware of their enemy ships vulnerable areas.

Ships Rear Arc (Replace 4.8)
Armor on a ship will not protect against incoming fire in
the ships rear arc but screens will.

When a ship is destroyed as a result of a critical hit to its
reactor the core overloads in a spectacular fashion.
Every ship, fighter/gunboat squadron and ordinance, in
3mu radius, will suffer 1D6 damage for every 25 mass of
the exploding ship. This damage is considered Semi
armor piercing and ignores standard shields. Advanced
Shields will provide protection as outlined in FT:XD.
For example: A Battleship of 130 mass is destroyed
after its Reactor Core breaches. The player rolls
5D6 for every ship (friendly or enemy) within 3mu
and applies that damage (the total on each die) to
each ship. Half of the damage would be applied to
armor the other half to the hull ignoring Shields if
any. Advanced Shields will work normally at -1DRM
per level.

Boarding Enemy Ships (Replace 10.7)
It is possible to deliver boarding parties onto enemy
ships, either by means of boarding torpedoes, moving
along side or by using Transporter beams. Once on
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board the Boarding Parties try to disable key systems,
disrupt the ship's internal communication, kill the crew,
and knock out power systems. The number of Boarding
parties a ship has is equal to the number of DCPs it has
(they are the same thing). Marines (troops with special
shipboard combat training) may be purchased
separately.
Meanwhile the ship's own marines (if embarked) and
crew are fighting back, trying to kill all the invaders. A
ship can attempt to destroy invading boarding parties as
a damage control action. Each enemy boarder must be
targeted separately. Like repairing systems, the chance
of killing an enemy boarder depends on how many crew
units are assigned to the action. One will kill the boarder
on a “6”, two will kill it on a 5 or 6, and three will kill it on
a 4+.
A ship with embarked Marines may use them to destroy
attacking boarders. They are much more effective at this
role than the ship's own crew, as they have the training
and equipment for close combat. Marines hit and kill
attacking boarders on a 4+.
Attacking boarders can target defending marines instead
of doing damage to the ship. They hit and kill defending
marines on a 4+. Marine on boarder fire is simultaneous.
Attacking boarders cannot target and kill the ship’s crew,
they can only reduce the crew by destroying hull boxes.

prevent them from falling into enemy hands. A single
point of damage is sufficient to destroy the captured
ship.
If a ship jumps away into FTL with enemy boarders on
board, the battle for control of the ship continues. Fight
out the boarding action until either all the boarders are
killed, or the ship is destroyed. Even if the boarders “win”
in this circumstance their situation is dire, as the crippled
ship will now drift off course and become lost forever in
hyperspace.
Biotech ships must generate marines from the ships'
biomass. This is the only way a biotech ship can fight
against enemy boarders or make marines for transporter
attacks on enemy ships. Power must be allocated to the
repair pool during orders, and it requires 3 power and 2
biomass for each Marine created. Marines are created
(and reabsorbed, if required) during phase 1 when
orders are written. All biotech ships have the capability
to generate marines, so long as they have sufficient
biomass available. They cannot make damage control
rolls like conventional technology ships to kill attacking
boarders.
Marines cost 5 points each and occupy their own
‘system’ on the SSD. Each Marine Boarding party is
rolled separately for threshold checks.

Emergency Thrust
After all attempts to kill enemy boarders are completed
inflict one point of damage on the ship for every enemy
boarder that remains and did not spend the turn
engaging ships own marine defenders. This damage
may require the ship to take threshold tests if a row of
hull boxes is destroyed.

These rules allow ships to use up to 150% of their Main
Drive's current rating, and/or use more Thrust Points for
turning than would normally be allowed. However, these
bonuses come with the risk of damaging the Main
Drive. These Emergency Thrust rules can be used for
either Cinematic or Vector movement systems.

These actions all take place during the end phase.
First- crew can try and kill boarders as a damage control
roll. Remove any casualties.

Third- Remaining boarders that did not attack the
defending marines do one point of damage each to the
ship.

Emergency Thrust (ET) may be used for any of the
following:
1) Gaining additional Thrust Points equal to 50%
of the drive's current rating, rounded down. Thus, a ship
with a Main Drive of 4 could use up to 6, or a ship with a
Main Drive of 3 use up to 4.
2) Using Thrust Points over half the drive's current
rating for turning. Thus, a ship with a Main Drive of 6,
which would normally be allowed only 3 Thrust Points for
turning, could then use 6.

Marines and boarders cannot be killed in a threshold test
caused by boarder action. Both marines and boarders
are vulnerable to being killed in threshold tests caused
by weapons fire on the ship.

Immediately after Step 1 - Write Orders for All Ships,
dice are rolled for any ship using ET to determine if it
was successful and/or the ship's Main Drive was
damaged. Roll the number of dice as indicated below:

If a ship is “destroyed” by boarders it is considered
captured. While the ship cannot be used in that combat
(it is too badly shot-up to be of much use), if the
boarder's side wins and holds the field they can take the
ship home for study, or as a trophy. Captured ships can
still be targeted by ships and ordnance, so an empire
may fire upon and destroy their own captured ships to

Thrust Points over rating - Plus 1 die
Thrust Points to turn over 1/2 rating - Plus 1
die
Each prior use of ET during the current
scenario - Plus 1 die

Second- Marines and boarders may fire on each other,
inflicting kills on a 4+.
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These dice are scored as Beam dice (i.e. 1-3 results in
0, 4-5 results in 1, and 6 results in 2 but with NO re-roll).
Compare the results with the following chart:
0 - ET is completely successful with no
damage to the Main Drive.
1 - ET is successful, but Main Drive takes
damage as if it had failed a threshold roll.
2-3 - ET fails, and Main Drive takes damage
as if it had failed a threshold roll.
4+ - ET fails, and Main Drive takes damage
as if it had failed TWO threshold rolls.
A ship that fails in its attempt to use ET must
immediately re-plot its movement using standard thrust
limitations. Damage to the Main Drive from ET may be
repaired normally by Damage Control Teams.
Example: an undamaged Heavy Cruiser with a Main
Drive of 4, using Cinematic Movement, plots "P3+3,"
using 6 Thrust Points. The ship has used more Thrust
Points than its rating (+1 die), and has applied more than
1/2 of its rating to turn (+1 die). Thus, the ship rolls 2
dice.
If the rolls resulted in 2 (giving 0) and 3 (giving 0),
the ship would move as plotted with no damage.
If the rolls resulted in 1 (giving 0) and 5 (giving 1),
the ship would move as plotted, but would also halve its
Main Drive rating as if it had failed a threshold.
If the rolls are a 4 (giving 1) and 5 (giving 1), then
the ship must re-plot its movement, adhering to normal
thrust limitations, and it takes threshold damage as
above.
If the roll is 6 (giving 2) and 6, (giving another 2, 4
total), then the ship must re-plot, and it takes damage as
if it had failed TWO thresholds (essentially destroying
the Main Drive).
If, on the following turn, the same ship plotted "S3+1,"
using its regular limit of 4 Thrust Points, but using more
than half for turning (+1 die), it would again roll 2 dice
because it is the ship's second attempt at using ET (+1
die) in the scenario.

Non-Combat Critical Systems (optional)
If all players agree any system that is not used directly in
ship to ship combat, such as Ortillery, cargo and
passenger holds, sensors etc) may be built into ships at
no point cost.

Fighter Rules (Add to 7.1)
“SCRAMBLING” FIGHTER GROUPS:
If a fighter-carrying ship comes under attack from an
enemy fighter group while it still has some or all of its
own groups on board, it may attempt to hastily scramble
one or more groups into flight in a desperate attempt to
intercept the attackers. This is the only time that fighter
launches may take place when they have not been pre-

planned in the player’s movement orders for the turn,
and it may be attempted ONLY when the opponent has
just moved one or more fighter groups into position to
attack the carrier itself.
To attempt to scramble fighters, roll 1 die:
On a roll of 1, the hasty launch attempt causes a
mishap in the launch tube – one complete fighter bay
(and its occupying fighters) is out of action for the rest of
the game, unless a Damage Control Party (see P.6) can
sort things out!
on a 2 or 3, no groups may be launched this turn;
on a 4, one group gets away but too late to intercept the
attackers – the enemy group(s) may fire on the carrier
BEFORE the scrambled group may attack them;
on a 5, one group scrambles in time to intercept – it may
engage an attacking group in a dogfight to prevent them
firing on the carrier;
on a 6, TWO groups manage to scramble in time to
intercept the attackers.*
*Note that this is only possible for ships which have the
ability to launch two groups in a turn – other ships that
can launch only one group per turn under the normal
rules can only “scramble” one group at a time.
If a group is “scrambled” successfully in time to intercept,
it may engage the enemy fighters in a dogfight
immediately, thus preventing them from attacking the
carrier in that turn. Should the group scramble just too
late (a roll of 4); the attackers may press home their
assault on the carrier, AFTER which the scrambled
group may (in the same turn) immediately engage them
in a dogfight, which is resolved as per normal rules,
despite the fact that the attacking fighters have already
“fired” once that turn.
If the scrambling fighters are in the process of rearming
they launch with only half the fuel load and with none of
their reloadable ordinance.
Fighter speed
All fighters move 24”. Fast Fighters still move 36”.

Re-arming Fighters
When a fighter group is recovered by its carrier, roll 1
D6. On a score of 1, the group may not be re-launched
in this game (severe damage to returning fighters, crew
fatigue, etc). On 2-5 the group will be patched up,
refueled, and rearmed after 1 full turn, so it may relaunch in the second turn after recovery. On a 6, the
group makes a crash turnaround and may re-launch on
the turn immediately following that of recovery.
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If depleted groups are combined to make full strength
ones, roll for each partial group and the worst case result
applies to the entire new group.

Combat Landings
Normally carriers may only recover fighters equal to the
number of launching and landing facilities (the Launch
Tubes or Flight Decks). Sometimes however a carrier
may need to recover all of its planes quickly, perhaps
before making a jump for example. To do this a carrier
may simply recover all of its planes in one turn.
However, these are not normal organized landings but a
frantic recovery that ‘fouls’ the deck. The carrier may not
launch any recovered planes for the rest of the game.
Any critical hit on hangar bays adds +1 to the rolls for
collateral damage (see below) after the recovery.

Fighter morale
The rules for fighter Morale are not used. Historically
fighter squadrons have carried thru with their missions
despite sustaining horrendous casualties.

Fighter Pilot Quality (optional)
Aces and Turkeys:
While most fighter groups are classed as “average” in
pilot performance, you do get the occasional outstanding
pilot (the ACE); at the other end of the scale you can
have the really raw, inexperienced or just plain bad pilots
– the TURKEYS.
An ACE is an individual – the crack pilot attached to an
otherwise average group. Turkeys, on the other hand,
tend to come in flocks; the whole GROUP may be
classed as a Turkey group due to low experience, poor
training or a multitude of other factors.
If you wish to allow Aces to be “bought” with points, then
by all means do so; we would recommend, however, that
a random roll is made for each fighter group in a fleet at
the start of the game or campaign: if a 6 is rolled, the
group contains an ACE; a roll of 1 indicates the group is
a Turkey group. Rolls of 2 – 5 give normal, average
groups.
If an Ace pilot is present in a fighter group, the group
gets ONE EXTRA DIE during all normal attacks – so a
full strength group of six fighters including an Ace would
roll SEVEN dice instead of the usual 6

The Ace pilot himself also has the ability to make one
SPECIFIC SYSTEM ATTACK per turn if wished: when
the group attacks a ship, while the other members of the
group attack as normal for fighters with one die each, the
Ace may choose to attack as a NEEDLE BEAM instead
of his normal attack – in this case he may choose to
target ONE SPECIFIC SYSTEM on the ship being
attacked, rolling just ONE die and treating the attack just
as for a Needle Beam shot. Note that in this case the
rest of the group does NOT get the “extra” die that the
Ace would normally contribute towards the attack – for
example, a group with five remaining fighters including
an Ace could choose to either attack normally with SIX
dice, or to have the four average pilots attack normally (4
dice) while the Ace attacks a specific system with just
ONE die roll.
This option also extends to dogfighting between fighter
groups – an Ace may either add an extra die to the
group’s overall attack, OR may choose to specifically
target an opposing ACE if there is one present in the
other group – in this case he rolls just one die as normal.
SPECIAL NOTE: For simplicity, it is assumed that in
normal losses the ACE in a group will always be the
LAST fighter left surviving – after all, he/she is supposed
to be the best, and getting the hero killed in the first
dogfight is not good Space Opera!! The only case in
which an Ace may be killed before other members of the
group is if he is specifically targeted by an opposing Ace
in an enemy group, in the best movie traditions
(Lukewarm Jaywalker ignores the rest of the Imperial
fighters, and goes straight for the ship of his archenemy, Duck Wader......).
Turkey groups attack target ships as normal (such
attacks are largely computerized anyway), but when they
are engaged in a DOGFIGHT with other fighters or try to
intercept missiles, PPTs etc, they modify their attack
rolls with a -1DRM from every die roll they make.

Critical Hits on Hangar Bays (optional)
When a hangar bay takes a critical hit the fuel and
ordinance stored there can explode causing collateral
damage. The situation can get even more dangerous if
the hangar has fighters present.
Threshold checks for Hangars should be conducted
before any other systems are rolled. If an empty hangar
suffers a critical hit, due to a threshold check, roll a die.
On a roll of 1-2 secondary explosions occur. This roll is
modified by +1 for every row of hull boxes destroyed that
turn (the same way normal threshold checks work). If an
explosion occurs the ship takes an additional 1D3 pts of
damage. If this causes another row of boxes to be
destroyed adjust the threshold rolls for the remaining
systems accordingly, but do not roll for the hangars
again. If the hangar contains fighters a secondary
explosion will occur on a 1-3. If the fighters carry
ordinance or pulse torpedoes damage is doubled
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Fast (+mod)
The fast modification is a supercharging of the already
fast fighter engine system to push the fighters right to the
theoretical speed limit of the drive technology. The base
move of a fast fighter is increased from 24 mu to 36 mu.
Fast fighters may also may a secondary endurance
move, but like normal fighters the range of this move is
limited to 12 mu.

Fighter Types
Standard
Standard fighters have good capabilities in both anti-ship
and point-defense fire modes. Against ships a full
strength fighter wing (6 fighters) inflicts 6 BD* hits.
Against other fighters or missiles, they inflict 6 BD* hits
(equivalent of a beam-1 against ships, and a PDS
against fighters/ordnance). This combination makes the
standard fighter the most balanced option for engaging a
wide variety of different targets.
Standard fighters can be equipped with either beams
or cannon. If equipped with beams they inflict BD* hits. If
equipped with cannon they inflict BD hits, but ignore the
effects of shields.
Standard fighters cost 3 points each, 18 per wing.
Heavy modification (+mod)
The heavy modification includes a variety of different
possible modifications such as miniature shield
generators, armored strengthening of the fighters frame,
ECM, and stealth technology. All of these modifications
produce the same net result, making the fighters harder
to kill. Heavy fighters much more resistant to light point
defense type weapons.
This technology slot offers the “heavy” option which
may be applied to other fighter types. Heavy fighters
attack and move in the same manner as conventional
fighters.
Point defense weapons, including other fighters, suffer a
-1 DRM when engaging heavy fighters. Scatterpacks
and interceptor pods do 1d3 hits, not 1d6.
Heavy anti-ship weapons used in defensive fire (Beams,
K-1) have only their normal -1 DRM, as while the minor
strengthening of the heavy fighter might protect against
the light fire of a PDS mount, it does little against a full
strength anti-ship weapon.
The heavy modification may be added to other fighter
types at a cost of +3 per fighter (+18 per wing).

The fast-fighter technology slot makes available both
fast standard fighters, and the “fast” modification which
can be added to other fighter types.
Fast standard fighters cost 4 each, 24 per wing.
The fast modification may be added to other fighter
types at a cost of +1 per fighter (+6 per wing).
Long Range (+ mod)
The long range modification gives fighters extra fuelcells, allowing them to fly farther and stay in battle
longer. The fighter has 9 points of combat endurance,
not the normal 6. This modification can only be applied
once, a fighter cannot have more than 9 endurance.
The extra endurance is consumed as normal for
fighters, by engaging in extra 12 mu secondary moves
and firing weapons.
The long-range fighter technology makes available both
long range standard fighters and the “long range”
modification which can be added to other fighter types.
Long range standard fighters cost 4 each, 24 per wing.
The long range modification may be added to other
fighter types at a cost of +1 per fighter (+6 per wing).
Interceptor
The interceptor is a fighter that has traded off anti-ship
firepower in order to maximize its killing ability against
other fighter, missiles and other ordnance. It delivers
BD* hits with a -2 DRM against ships, and BD* hits with
a +1 DRM against fighters, missiles and ordnance.
Like the standard fighter, interceptors can be armed
with either cannon or beams. Cannon lose the reroll of
the beams, but ignore shields.
Interceptors are the same cost as standard fighters at
3 per fighter, or 18 per wing.
Attack Fighter
Attack fighters are the opposite of interceptors, they
have traded away their anti-fighter/missile abilities in
order to maximize their anti-ship firepower. Attack
fighters generate BD* hits with a +1 DRM against ships,
and BD* hits ie if firing on an unscreened
target ship they would inflict one damage point with rolls
of 3 or 4, and two damage points with 5 or 6. They have
a -2 DRM against fighters, missiles and ordnance.
Like the standard fighter, attack fighters can be armed
with either cannon or beams. Cannon lose the reroll of
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the beams, but ignore shields.

Firing the plasma cannon is very energy intensive, and
thus consumes 2 points of combat endurance.

Attack fighters cost 4 points each, or 24 per wing.
Plasma fighters cost 7 points each, 42 per wing.
Torpedo Fighter
Torpedo fighters trade away most of their conventional
beam (or cannon) firepower to mount a powerful 1-shot
pulse torpedo launcher. Torpedo fighters can attack
using their beam armament. They generate BD* hits with
a -2 DRM against either ships or fighters. Firing these
weak weapons still consumes a point of endurance.
The Torpedoes may also be launched for 1 point of
endurance. These have a range 6 mu, like other fighter
weapons. The torpedoes hit on a 4+, and do damage
equal to their die roll. So a roll of a “5” would both hit and
inflict 5 points of damage. As these are pulse torpedoes,
they ignore shields and inflict semi-armor piercing
damage.
The Torpedoes may only be fired once, and they must
all be fired on the same turn, and at the same target.
The torpedo fighters secondary beam weapons cannot
be fired the same turn as the torpedoes are launched.

MKP Fighter
MKP (Multiple Kinetic Penetrator) fighters carry one-shot
kinetic attack packages that are very effective against
enemy ships. Like the torpedo fighter, the MKPs may
only be fired once, must all be fired on the same turn,
and all must target the same enemy ship. They have a
range of 6 mu, and inflict damage just like a shipmounted MKP (1 hit on 4+, 2 hits on a 6, each hit
inflicting 4 points of AP damage).
The MKP fighter carries a small secondary beam
(cannon) armament that gives it limited anti-ship and
anti-fighter capabilities. Against either ships or
fighters/ordnance it generates BD* hits with a -2 DRM.
These fighters cannon fire their secondary weapons and
the MKPs in the same turn.
MKP fighters cost 6 points each, 36 per wing.

Torpedo fighters cost 6 points each, 36 per wing.
Graser Fighter
Graser fighters are a specialized ship-killing version that
mounts short ranged graser mounts onto the small
fighter frame. While they are quite capable of
eviscerating a ship, they have very limited abilities when
combating other fighters or ordnance. A full-strength
wing delivers 6 BD* hits with the graser against ships,
with each hit inflicting 1d3 damage, semi-AP. Against
other fighters or ordnance, the fighter are limited to
secondary cannon that inflight only BD* hits with a -2
DRM.
Firing the graser is very energy intensive, and drains
2 points of combat endurance.
Graser fighters cost 7 points each, 42 per wing.
Plasma Fighter
Plasma fighters are extremely dangerous fighters that
mount a miniaturized plasma cannon and are optimized
for ship killing. The plasma cannon can be fired like
other fighter weapons, except against ships they inflict
plasma dice of damage, that is they inflict 1d6-2shields/DRM hits, with rerolls on sixes. A full strength
wing of plasma fighters can inflict enough damage to
cripple a cruiser in a single volley.
Plasma fighters have very limited abilities against other
fighters or missiles, as the plasma cannon do not target
such nimble targets easily. If used in a point-defense
mode, the plasma cannon inflict BD* hits with a -2 DRM.

Missile Fighters
Missile fighters are specialized anti-ship attack craft
that have been configured to carry a one-shot standard
missile into combat. By combining the seeker head of
the missile with the fighters own sensors, the engineers
have managed to extend the normal fire control range of
the fighter from 6 mu to 12 mu. The missile fighter must
approach within 12 mu of an enemy ship before it can
provide enough tracking data to safely launch its
missiles.
These missiles are launched during the ordnance launch
phase (Phase 3). The six (if wing at full strength)
missiles do not all have to be launched in the same
direction, a spread can be used to increase the chance
of a successful intercept. Launching the missiles
consumes one Combat Endurance Factor (CEF).
Missile fighter squadrons carry a single Salvo Missile
barrage so a full group of six fighters would launch 6
Missile Salvos, less any destroyed fighters. To
determine how many missiles lock on to the target ship
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roll a D6 and subtract 1 for each fighter that was
destroyed prior to launch.

defense mode all get the +1 modifier. Scatterguns and
Interceptor Pods kill d6+1 Light Fighters.

Missile fighters do have a limited beam (cannon)
armament for anti-ship or anti-fighter fire. These
weapons generate a BD* hits with a -2 DRM against
either ships or fighters/ordnance. These weapons are
limited to a 6 mu range.

Light fighters may get Fast, Interceptor, or Attack
modifications. Heavy, Torpedo, and Long Range
options are not available for Light Fighters. Light fighters
may also be bought as missile fighters but can only
launch light missiles. These missiles are hit at +1DRM
by any PDS or fighter attack against them

Missile fighters cost 4 points each, 24 per wing.
Multi-Role Fighters
Multi-role fighters (MRF) are an evolutionary
improvement over many of the more specialized fighter
types. The MRF is based around a central weapon bay
to which a wide variety of attack payloads can be fitted.
By changing this weapon load the fighter can launch and
fight as a standard, interceptor, attack, fighter. When
multi-role fighters are being refueled and rearmed in a
hangar bay, they may be reconfigured for another
mission. This takes place simultaneously with the
refueling. Multi-role fighters may also be rearmed in
either cannon or beam-attack mode, as both type of
weapons pods are available.

Light fighters coast the same as other fighter types. 18
for standard, 24 for attack, etc.
FTL Fighters (+mod)
With advanced miniaturization, a FTL drive unit can be
(just barely) crammed into a Fighter. This allows the
Fighter to enter and leave FTL like a ship, and make
strategic moves on its own. FTL Fighters may begin the
game deployed within 6” of their carrier instead of having
to be launched if the player wishes. However, 1 point of
endurance will be checked off to represent the fuel used
in getting to the battle area.
FTL Fighters cost an additional +1 pt per fighter

As an option if all players agree you may choose three
fighter types a Multi-role fighter could be configured as.
For example if a heavy shuttle type fighter, from a
popular TV series, is often seen carrying troops or heavy
ordinance you can make it ‘Multi-role Attack, Missile, or
Assault shuttle.
Multi role fighters cost 4 each, 24 per wing.

Light Fighter
Each group of Light Fighters consists of 8 fighters
instead of the normal 6. Light Fighters move and attack
just like normal fighters, so a full strength group of Light
Fighters can roll 8 attack dice. A group of 8 Light
Fighters costs the same as a group of 6 regular fighters
The disadvantage of Light Fighters is that they are easy
to kill and they only have 4 turns of endurance. Any
attack at a group of Light Fighters gets a +1 bonus so
normal fighters attack Light Fighters like Interceptors
attack normal fighters (1-2, no kills; 3-4, 1 kill; 5, 2 kills;
6, 2 kills and a re-roll). Interceptors are very deadly
against Light Fighters. PDS systems, Class 1 Beam
Batteries, Class 1 K-guns, spicules, and Pulsers in point

Assault Shuttles
Assault Shuttles are one use attack craft designed to
deliver Marines and Boarding Parties onto enemy ships.
These craft also mount secondary weapons that have a
-2DRM to hit fighters. They may dock or breach enemy
hulls in the same manner as fighters attack ships but
must be in contact with the models post (or as close as
possible if the model does not make this practical).
Standard Screens will not stop this attack but advanced
screens will. The shuttles are fired upon by PDS as
normal with the survivors may attempt to ‘land’ one
‘Standard’ (DCP) Boarding Party each by rolling a 3+.
(Marines get a +1DRM). Failed rolls results in a casualty
either from automated defenses, bad timing or some
other mishap. The Boarding action is then resolved in
accordance with the Boarding Enemy Ships Rules.
Assault Shuttles cost 6 points per wing. Marines or
DCPs must be purchased separately or loaded from the
ships crew.
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fighters. They may be engaged in the Point defense
phase by any ship weapons or PDS in range. Anti-ship
weapons may fire at Gunboats normally, with each hit
destroying one gunboat. (A single point of damage is
sufficient to destroy a gunboat.) Gunboats are well
armored against the lighter PDS-type weapons. PDS
weapons engage Gunboats like Plasma bolts, that is a 2 DRM for BD* attacks, and scatterguns/interceptor pods
cause a BD* of hits.
Gunboats fire, and may be fired upon, in the ship fire
phase the same time as regular ships.
Robot Fighters
Robot fighters remove the cockpit and pilot of a normal
fighter, replacing it with a computer control system.
This reduces the cost and complexity of the fighter, but
at a cost of some combat abilities.
Robot fighters is a modification that can be applied
to any other fighter type. Purchasing the robot fighters
technology comes with standard robot fighters. Robot
fighters cost 1 less per fighter (6 less per wing) than
normal piloted fighters.
Because computer control systems are not as creative
and adaptable as a living pilot, they take their secondary
(endurance-burning) move at the end of the end of
phase 4 after all fighters and missiles have made their
moves. This means that robot fighters cannot react to
ship movement; they must complete their move before
any ships move. Also, robot fighters can make some
stupid decisions. If they are flying in escort of a ship that
runs into a planet or hyper wall, the robots will blindly
follow the ship to destruction, where crewed fighters
would have the option of using their reserve move after
ships move to escape the collision.
Standard robot fighters cost 2 each, 12 per wing.
The robot fighters modification cost -1 per fighter,
-6 per wing.

Gunboat Rules
Gunboats are an interesting military unit. In design and
tactical use they straddle the line between a very small
ship, and a very large fighter. Gunboats are carried on
hull mounted racks, and are launched at the same time
as other ordnance/fighters. They operate in squadrons of
six, like fighters.
Gunboats have a speed of 18mu, and move like fighters.
They can fly in escort of a ship like fighters. Gunboats
have six points of combat endurance. This endurance is
used to make attacks on enemy ships, fighters or
ordnance. It can also be used to make a secondary
move of 9 mu during the fighter second movement
phase.
The larger size of gunboats means that they are
engaged by anti-ship weaponry more easily than

Gunboats mount slightly larger and more powerful fire
control systems than those on fighters, allowing them to
engage targets up to 12 mu away. The entire Gunboat
squadron must all target the same enemy ship. If the
gunboat squadron is engaging enemy fighters or
ordnance, it may split its fire among eligible targets
within range, just like fighters.
Gunboat armaments vary widely. The weapons in use
on ships by the building empire may be modified to fit
onto Gunboat hulls. See the Gunboat system description
for options and costs.
FTL Gunboats can enter the table using its FTL like
a ship. This does not consume a point of endurance.
Like a ship the FTL Gunboat enters with a speed
between 1 and 10, and makes a half-move straight
ahead. The Gunboat can then use endurance to make a
second move of 9 mu in any direction. FTL Gunboats
are very vulnerable to distortion effects on their
miniaturized drive systems, if they jump or arrive within 6
mu of a “massive object”, they are automatically
destroyed.
Gunboats
The gunboat technology option does not come with
specific weapons like fighter technology. Rather the
gunboat options that are available depends on the other
weapon choices the player has made. If beams, pulse
torpedo and PDS technology has been purchased, then
those three gunboat options are available.
Note- you are not required to make all the gunboats in a
squadron the same. You may mix and match types and
weapons as you wish as long as all the gunboats use
technology your fleet or empire possesses. ie- a UNSC
Gunboat could not mount a K-gun.
Gunboat racks are 18 mass for a squadron of 6
gunboats. The cost of the rack is included in the gunboat
cost.
Gunboats cannot be refueled or rearmed in combat
using their carrying rack, which limits the utility of some
ordnance-carrying models. Gunboat-carrying ships with
a boat bay of sufficient size to recover the whole
squadron may use that boat bay to retrieve and rearm
gunboats during combat. All gunboats require 1
endurance to fire their main weapon. All gunboats have
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6 points of endurance. The cost of the gunboat depends
on the type of weapons carried.
FTL Gunboats (+mod)
With advanced miniaturization, a FTL drive unit can
be (just barely) crammed into a gunboat hull. This allows
the gunboat to enter and leave FTL like a ship, and
make strategic moves on its own. FTL Gunboats cannot
be carried in racks. They count as being mass-4 for
purposes of docking in boat bays.
It does not consume an endurance point to enter a battle
from hyperspace. Unlike FTL fighters, FTL gunboats do
not need a carrying vessel.

Gattling Gunboat
Gattling Gunboats carry a weapon that can generate 6
BD* against a single target within 6 mu, or 2BD* at
12mu. Alternatively they can be fired once as a
PDS at a target within 6 mu. The Gatling battery is fixed
forward and may only fire in the fwd 30 degree arc.
Gattling/Pulser gunboats cost 5 per mass (15 points
each)
Needle Gunboat
Needle gunboats carry a single needle beam. This
weapon has a range of 12 mu.
Needle gunboats cost 3 per mass (9 points).

FTL gunboats can only mount normal FTL drives.
More advanced FTL drives cannot be crammed into the
tiny hull.
Gunboat FTL drives generate very weak “distortion
waves” when the gunboat enters or leaves hyperspace,
it is insufficient to damage any nearby units. The
gunboats themselves are very vulnerable to distortion,
however. If there is a ship, planet, asteroid or other
object sufficient to cause distortion where the Gunboat
engages its FTL, the gunboat is destroyed.
The maneuverability of gunboats means that they
may elect to move in any direction while charging their
FTL drive, up to the normal maximum of 18 mu/turn. The
next turn they make a half-move in that direction, and
disappear into FTL-space.
The FTL Gunboat modification can be applied to any
gunboat type, at a cost of +6 points for the squadron.
Beam Gunboat
Beam gunboats carry 2 class-1 beams. These have a
range of 12 mu, and both must be fired at the same
target due to limited fire control.
Beam gunboats cost 3 per mass (9 points each).
These have a range of 12 mu, and both must be fired at
the same target.

Plasma Gun Gunboat
Plasma gunboats carry 1 plasma-1 with a range of 12
mu.
Plasma gunboats cost 3 per mass (9 points each).
Graser Gunboat
Graser gunboats carry 1 graser-1 with a range of 12mu.
Graser gunboats cost 3 per mass (9 points each).

Pulse Torpedo Gunboat
Pulse Torpedo gunboats carry a single short-range
pulse torpedo launcher. The fire control of the gunboat
limits the engagement range to 12 mu. The PT will hit on
a 2+ out to 4 mu, a 3+ out to 8 mu, and a 4+ out to 12
mu.
Pulse Torpedo gunboats cost 4 per mass (12 points
each).
Submunition Gunboat
Submunition gunboats carry two 1-shot submunitions.
These may either be fired singly (one per turn), or both
may be fired off simultaneously against the same target.
The submunitions each generate 3 BD* to 6 mu, or 2
BD* to 12 mu. Fire control limitations prevent them from
being used beyond 12 mu. Once the submunitions are
gone, the gunboat has no more weapons. Submunition
attacks ignore shields.
Submunition gunboats cost 4 per mass (12 points each).
MKP Gunboat
MKP gunboats carry two 1-shot MKP packs. These may
either be fired singly (one per turn), or both may be fired
off simultaneously against the same target. They each
hit once on a 4+, and hit twice on a 6. Each hit delivers
four points of AP damage.
MKP gunboats cost 5 per mass (15 points each).

K-Gun Gunboat
The K-gun gunboat carriers one short-range K-2.
The range of the weapon is limited to 12 mu by the fire
control of the gunboat. The K-gun will hit on a 2+ to 4mu,
a 3+ to 8 mu, and a 4+ to 12 mu. Like a normal K-gun
shot the damage from a K-2 doubles on a subsequent
roll of 1 or 2, and is armor piercing.
K-gun gunboats cost 4 per mass (12 points each).
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Missile Gunboat
Missile gunboats carry a single missile salvo of 4
missiles (not 6). Due to fire control limitations, these
missiles can only be launched when an enemy ship has
come within 12mu. The missiles are launched during the
ordnance phase. The ship may launch none, some or all
of its missiles for a single point of combat endurance.
Like missile fighters, these missiles do not all have to be
launched in the same direction.
Missile gunboats cost 4 per mass (12 points each).
Rocket Gunboat
Rocket gunboats carry 4 rockets. Due to fire control
limitations, these rockets can only be launched when an
enemy ship has come within 12 mu. The rockets are
launched during the ordnance phase, and their chance
of hitting depends on the range at the moment of launch.
They hit on a 2+ to 6 mu, and a 3+ to 12 mu. The ship
may launch none, some or all of its rockets for a single
point of combat endurance. All the rockets must be
launched at the same target. Rockets can be used to
target other gunboats, with the normal -1 DRM firing
modifier.
Rocket gunboats cost 4 per mass (12 points each).
Point Defense Gunboat
The point defense gunboat carriers two PDS systems.
The range of these weapons is limited to 6 mu. The
small built-in fire controls of the PDS does allow them to
be fired at different targets. The point defense gunboat
counts as having ADFC, and may fire in support of allied
ships in units with 6 mu.
PDS gunboats cost 3 per mass (9 points each).
Area Defense System Gunboat (ADS)
The area defense gunboat mounts a single Area
Defense array. This can generate 1 dice of PDS fire out
to 12 mu, or 2 dice of PDS fire out to 6 mu. The area
defense gunboat counts as having ADFC and may fire in
support of friendly units within 6 mu.
Area Defense gunboats cost 3 per mass (12 points ea)
Electronic Warfare Gunboat (+Mod)
Some Gunboat designs mount very powerful stealth or
active jamming Technology. Every level of ECM
reduces the lock-on range by 1 mu, for missiles and
fighters.
ECM gunboats cost +3 points each per level of ECM (
3 Levels max) for the entire squadron.
Scatterpack Gunboat
Scatterpack gunboats carry two 1-shot scatterpacks.
These may be fired either individually, or both on the
same turn. Because they have their own guidance
systems, they can be individually targeted even if fired
simultaneously.

Scatterpack gunboats cost 5 per mass (15 points each)
Plasma Bomber Gunboat
The plasma bomber gunboat carries two 1-shot size 1
plasma bombs. These are dropped during the ordnance
launch phase. Note that they are not launched, they are
dropped in the current location of the gunboat, which
then must move away to escape destruction when they
explode. One or both plasma bombs can be dropped in
a single turn.
Plasma bombers cost 5 per mass (15 points each)
Heavy or Shielded Gunboat (+Mod)
Some Gunboats are equipped with either shields or
carry heavily reinforced hulls. All weapons fire against
the gunboat has a -1DRM
Heavy or Shielded Gunboats gunboats cost +12 points
for the squadron.

Ship Systems
All systems from Cross Dimensions are used with
the following modifications:

Defensive Systems
Screens (Replace 5.6)
Screens are thick webs of electromagnetic energy that
surround the ship and divert incoming beam attacks.
Screens have a mass of 5% of the ship's total mass per
level with no minimum.
A ship can have 1 or 2 levels of screens. Unless
otherwise specified, screens affect all beam attacks.
Beam attacks use BD* to deliver damage. Screens also
reduce the damage from plasma weapons (both plasma
cannon and plasma bolts), reducing the damage per
plasma die rolled by the level of shield, and they reduce
the damage from nearby antimatter explosions. Shields
have no effect on projectile-type weapons.
Otherwise screens function as they do in Cross
Dimensions
Shields mass 5% of the total ship mass per level with no
minimum Mass requirement. .
They cost 3 per mass.
Advanced Shields
As in Cross Dimensions but do not have a minimum
mass requirement.
Stealth Hull
Stealth technology reduces the emission signature of the
ship, making it more difficult for weapons systems to
lock-onto the ship. This is represented by reducing the
range bands of opponents weapons.

Scatterpacks count as having in-built ADFC.
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Level 1 stealth reduces the size of range brackets by
one-sixth. Level 2 stealth reduces the size of range
brackets by one-third.

appropriate orders. Stealth fields and stealth hulls can
be combined, but the aggregate stealth level cannot
exceed 2.

Example: A class 3 beam normally has a range of 36mu.
Against a stealth-1 target it would have a range of 30
mu, against a stealth-2 target it would have a range of
24 mu. The reduction of effective range also applies
to missile lock-on range.

A stealth-2 ship can write orders to “go active,” this
brings the fire control systems into full-power active-scan
mode, allowing the ship to target its weapons out to the
normal FC range of 54 mu. This does reduce much of
the protective power of the stealth systems, however,
and the ship is only treated as being stealth-1 as long as
the FC are in active mode.

Original range: Level 1 Stealth Level 2 Stealth
12 mu
10 mu
8 mu
9 mu
7.5 mu
6 mu
6 mu
5 mu
4 mu
4 mu
3.33 mu
2.66 mu
Stealth hulls are marked on the SSD. Damage to the hull
results in a loss of stealth. A stealth-1 ship has a stealth
marker at the end of the second row of hull boxes. Once
the second row of hull has been destroyed it negates the
ship's stealth. A stealth-2 ship has a marker at the end of
the first and third rows of hull boxes. The loss of the first
row reduces the ship to stealth-1, the loss of the third
row removes all stealth benefits.
Stealth-2 equipped ships must rely more on passive
sensors, as powerful active sweeps would reveal the
ship's position. To gain the benefits of stealth-2 the ship
may only target enemies out to 24 mu.
A stealth-2 ship can write orders to “go active,” this
brings the fire control systems into full-power active-scan
mode, allowing the ship to target its weapons out to the
normal FC range of 54 mu. This does reduce much of
the protective power of the stealth systems, however,
and the ship is only treated as being stealth-1 as long as
the FC are in active mode.
Stealth-1 adds a cost of +2 for every point of hull and
armor. Stealth 2 adds a cost of +4 for every point of hull
and armor. Neither type of stealth hull has any mass
requirement. Stealth-2 is the maximum a ship may
mount.
Stealth Fields
The stealth field is a powerful yet subtle ECM system
that seeks to masks the emissions of a ship, making it
more difficult to target and attack. In practice, the effects
of stealth fields are identical to a stealth hull of the same
level (see above). Stealth Fields are systems that
require mass, however, and have an icon on the SSD
that can be damaged by threshold tests, and can be
targeted by needle-beam fire (unlike stealth hulls which
are only disabled by loss of complete rows of hull
boxes).
Like stealth hull, a ship with level 2 stealth fields cannot
target enemy ships beyond a range of 24 mu without
negating the effectiveness of the stealth systems.
Stealth fields can be turned on and off by writing

Stealth field generators are 5% of ship mass per level.
They cost 6 per mass.
Regenerative Armor (Add to 5.6)
A more advanced form of armor is available that has
a limited capacity for self-repair. This can take the form
of a organic carapace that seals over its wounds, or
nanotech self-assemblers that quickly repair and
reassemble broken components.
During the end phase roll a d6 for each point of
regenerative armor that has been damaged. On a 5 or 6
the armor box is repaired. On a 1 the armor has
sustained too much damage and it cannot regenerate
further this battle.
Ships with large amounts of regenerating armor can be
very difficult to kill. Regenerative and non-regenerative
armor can be combined on one ship. Regenerative
armor requires one mass per point.
Regenerative armor adds 2 to the cost of standard
armor. Cost is 4 per mass.
Inner layer- 4 per mass
first shell- 6 per mass
second shell- 8 per mass
third shell- 10 per mass
fourth shell- 12 per mass
Anti-Matter Suicide Charge
Some species and civilizations have developed a rather
fatalistic attitude towards combat that can be
summarized as “we die- I win!” For these people, there is
the Antimatter suicide charge. This is a system mounted
deep within the hull of the ship that can be detonated,
destroying the ship and damaging any unit within 3 mu.
As the AM suicide charge is buried deep within the hull
of the ship, even if the warhead is broken apart by battle
damage there is plenty of matter around (the remains of
the ship) for the antimatter to annihilate and generate a
satisfactory explosion. So the loss of an AM suicide
charge may result in a detonation. Mark the AM suicide
charge as damaged as you would any other system.
During the damage control phase the player may
attempt to repair it. If the suicide charge is not repair by
the end of the turn roll a die. On a 5 or 6 the charge
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explodes and results in a 3 mu blast radius, 3d6
explosion like a full-strength AM missile. Roll every turn
until the damage is repaired or an explosion occurs.
AM suicide charges are well armored and protected
against accidental detonation, and thus get a -1 DRM
whenever they take threshold tests (like Core Systems).
They can be targeted by needle beams normally.
A ship may write “detonate” orders during phase 1. At
the beginning of Phase 13 just before Threshold checks
are rolled, the ship explodes. A ship with multiple AM
suicide charges gets the additive damage of all the
charges, but no increase in blast radius. So a ship with 3
charges would do 9d6 damage to 1 mu, 6d6 to 2 mu and
3d6 to 3 mu. If the ship was destroyed prior to phase 12,
it explodes at the end of the phase in which it was
destroyed, at the full strength of all the AM charges.
The detonation of an AM suicide charge causes damage
directly to the hull of the carrying ship, it is not reduced
by armor or shields (the explosion starts within). A large
ship might survive the accidental detonation of a single
AM charge.
AM Suicide Charges cost 5 per mass.
AM Suicide Charge is Mass 1

It allows fire control system designed to allow pointdefense weapons (as described above to engage
fighters and missiles making attacking runs against allied
ships within 6 mu. A ship with AADFC may support ANY
number of allied ships within 6mu, though each
PDS/ADS etc, may still only fire once a turn.
AADFC has a mass of 2, and costs 5 per mass.
ADS
The Area Defense System (ADS) is a modified version
of the Point Defense System that is capable of engaging
enemy units out to a range of 12 mu. This is very useful
when coupled with ADFC, as a central “Aegis Cruiser”
can then cover a more widely spread task force. The
ADS system fires like a PDS. It can fire once to a range
of 12 mu, or twice to a range of 6 mu. Inside 6 mu the
two point defense dice may be targeted at different
enemy units. ADS can also be used to target enemy
ships, like PDS it inflicts on hit on a roll of 6.
The ADS system is mass 2, and has 3 arcs of fire.
For +1 mass the system can be made to fire into all 6
arcs.
Like PDS, the ADS may fire into the ships “baffles,” if its
arcs extend there.
ADS costs 3 per mass.

ADFC (Replace 5.11)
Area Defense Fire Control (ADFC) is a high speed
computer controlled tracking and data assimilation
system designed to allow point-defense weapons (PDS,
ADS and weapons that can fire as a PDS- Pulsers,
Gatling Batteries, Twin Particle Arrays and Meson
Projectors) to engage fighters and missiles making
attacking runs against allied ships within 6 mu. A ship
with ADFC may support ONE allied ship within 6mu, with
each PDS/ADS etc, only firing once a turn.
ADFC has a mass of 2, and costs 4 per mass.
Note- If all players agree the ADFC costs no mass for
ships larger than 20 Mass but still costs points
(ie 8 points). This rule is to help facilitate the
transition
ships
fromtoother
Advanced for
ADFC
(Add
5.11)game systems where
the
games
mechanics
allow
shipsistoan
cover
each
Area Defense Fire Control (ADFC)
advanced
other.
Our
group
has
used
this
rule
for
years
version of the standard ADFC.
without upsetting game balance.

Scattergun
Scatterguns (also known as scatter packs) are a 1- shot
weapon derived from gravitic/kinetic weapon
technologies. Small semi-guided projectiles are
launched at the target at very high speed. The spray of
pellets is very effective at ripping apart attacking fighters
and missiles. The scattergun has its own miniature
integral fire control system, and does not require data
from the ship's own fire control. Furthermore,
scatterguns have an in-built ADFC capability, and they
can be used to support allied ships within 6 mu.
Scatterguns may fire into the “baffles” behind the ship,
like PDS. The range of a scattergun is 6 mu. They inflict
1d6 hits on fighters and missiles (including salvo
missiles), 1d3 hits on heavy fighters, and 1 BD* hits on
plasma bombs and gunboats.
Scatterguns used in ADFC-mode have a chance of
causing some damage to the ship being assisted. On a
roll of “1” the allied ship suffers one point of damage, in
addition to the effect of the scattergun on the attacking
fighter/missile. Scatterguns can be used in direct-fire
mode against enemy ships. They inflict 1 BD* hits,
unaffected by screens.
When a scattergun is used, cross it out. It is a 1-shot
weapon and may not be used again that battle.
Scatterguns have a mass of 1, and cost 5 per mass.
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Grapeshot
Grapeshot Launchers are similar in function to a Kra’Vak
Scatter gun but not quite as effective. When fired the
player rolls 4 PDS dice for each Launcher.
Mass: 1, Points 4 each and is one shot.

Area Screens
Area Screens represent huge shield projectors that
create an umbrella to provide protection for ships under
it. An active Area Screen grants the same advantages to
a ship as one Screen (-1 DRM). In addition any ship or
fighter/gun boat within 3 MU of the Area Screen also
benefits from its protection. A ship may benefit from up
to three ‘layers’ of screen protection. The third screen
will prevent re-rolls from penetrating weapons.
Example
The USS Good Hope is being fired upon by the ISS
Vengence. The Good Hope has 1 Local Screens
currently active. In addition to this a level 2 Area
Screen from a nearby friendly ship is also affecting
the Good Hope.
This results in 3 Screens on the Good Hope that the
rd
Vengence must now deal with. The 3 screen will
prevent weapons that penetrated from re-rolling. In
effect a 6 will do 2 points of damage with no re-roll.
Area screens are 20% the mass of the ship or 30% for
Advanced Screen per level (max of 2), and costs 3.5 per
mass.
Holofield
Holofields are high-tech devices that use field generators
and powerful ECM systems to create a complex pattern
of sensor ghosts around a ship. This confuses enemy
fire control systems, making the ship more difficult to hit.
Shooting at a ship with direct fire weapons incurs a -1
DRM penalty. Weapons that inflict BD* hits still generate
re-rolls on a 6, but the -1 DRM penalty applies to the
reroll as well.
Needle beams are ineffective against a ship protected by
Holofields.
Holofields also confuse the miniature fire control
systems used by missiles, fighters and ordnance. Their
attack range is reduced by 1 mu. Area of effect weapons
are not affected by holofields. Holofields cannot be

combined with other shield or field technology. Holofields
can be combined with up to 3 levels ECM, this would
reduce fighter/missile lock-on range to 2mu.
Holofields require 10% of ships mass. They cost 5
per mass.
ECM
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) use powerful
broad-band electromagnetic noise generators, along
with chaff and multi-spectrum flares, to confuse enemy
targeting sensors. ECM suites come in different sizes
(levels), the larger the ECM suite, the more effective it is.
ECM has two effects in game. First, it confuses enemy
sensors, making it difficult to gain accurate information
about your ship. For every level of ECM your ship has
subtract 6 mu from the “de-blip” range of enemy
sensors. This will also decrease the effective information
range of the more advanced sensors by a similar
amount. Second, ECM can badly confuse the low-power
miniature targeting sensors on missiles, fighters and
gunboats. Every level of ECM reduces the lock-on range
by 1 mu, meaning missiles and fighters need to be
closer to attack.
The aggregate ECM level of a ship (its own plus any
area ECM) cannot exceed 3. ECM can be combined with
Holofields to produce a net -4 mu range reduction for
missiles, fighters and gunboats. ECM has no effect on
rockets.
ECM is 1 mass per level, and costs 3 per mass. Each
ECM system is displayed individually on the SSD, so it
can be lost progressively by damage. ECM can be
targeted by EMP attacks.
Area ECM
Area Electronic Counter Measures use even larger and
more powerful electronic “noise” generators than
standard ECM, and can cover an area around the ship.
Area ECM is usually mounted into specialist electronic
warfare ships in support of a fleet.
Area ECM functions like conventional ECM, however it
covers the ship mounting the system and all allied ships
within 6 mu. The aggregate ECM level of a ship (its own
plus any area ECM) cannot exceed 3.
Area ECM has one major side-effect. The jamming
systems are so powerful they also blind the carrying
ships own sensor system to some degree. When Area
ECM is turned on, the carrying ship cannot use its own
Fire Control systems. The shorter-range fire control
systems in PDS, ADS, scatterpacks, Grapeshot, and
ADFC still function normally.
Area ECM is 2 mass per level, and costs 3 per mass.
Each Area ECM system is displayed individually on the
SSD, so it can be lost progressively due to damage.
Area ECM systems can be targeted by EMP attacks.
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Type I Cloaking Device (Add to 14.4)
(Standard Cloak)
Cloaking devices uses an energy field a space distorting
ability to bend light and other energies around the ship.

To calculate the point cost multiply the ships mass by
10% and then multiply that number by 10.

The Type I is a fairly primitive early generation version
that provides only limited invisibility.

Beam Weapons (P)
Beams follow all the rules as laid out in Cross
Dimensions with the following additions.

When orders are written the player must note if the ship
will cloak or not. Ships will cloak and uncloak at the end
of the movement phase. Note- The player does not
remove the ship model from the table and moves it in the
movement phase as normal. Place a ‘Cloak Marker” on
the ships base. For aesthetic purposes the player may
replace the model with a clear plastic version or a “Blip”
marker if he wishes.

Direct Fire Weapons

Class 2 Beams may be purchased with two arcs but may
only be placed in Broadside positions. This addition is
to allow players to bring ships with similar weapons
arrangement used in other game system over to Full
Thrust.
Class 2 ‘Broadside Beams’ are 1 Mass and cost 3 points

While the Cloak is active the ship is partially blind, it
cannot launch or land fighters, fire its weapons, enter
hyperspace, receive communications or raise its shields.
Area ECM will not function either. If the ship strikes a
planet or other large solid object while the Cloak is
active, the ship is destroyed. Also the ships velocity may
not exceed a speed of 12 without voiding the Cloak.
The Cloak will prevent an enemy from getting an
accurate lock on the ship. Missiles and fighters will not
lock at all. All Direct Fire Weapons are considered to be
at twice the actual range to the target and are at -2DRM
including re-rolls for penetrating weapons.
If the Cloak is hit due to a threshold check the ship
uncloaks at the end of the turn. Needle Beams may not
target any specific systems while the ship is under cloak.
The Cloaking device may not be combined with any
fields or shields. The ship does not gain any bonuses for
stealth while the Cloak is active. A ship will de-cloak at
the end of the movement phase.
A Standard Cloaking Device is 1 mass.
To calculate the point cost multiply the ships mass by
5% and then multiply that number by 5.
Type II Cloaking Device. (Phasing cloak)
This version is more advanced and follows all the rules
for Cloaking Devices as outlined in Full Thrust: Cross
Dimensions WITH THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS.
A Phasing Cloak has two “Damage Points” or boxes. If
both boxes remain unchecked the system operates as
above. If one of its damage boxes has been checked off
for any reason the cloak operates as a Standard Cloak.
When making threshold checks roll for BOTH damage
boxes. It is possible, and perhaps likely, that a ship
receiving crippling damage in a single turn will lose its
cloaking ability all together.
A Phasing Cloak is 1 mass.

EMP Projectors (Ion Cannons)
These are a type of beam projector which fires small
packets of super-energized ions at enemy ships. These
can cause overloads in some electronic systems,
disabling systems. EMP projectors are the same size
and mass as Beam weapons, and generate a similar
number of BD* in each range bracket. Their hits do not
damage the hull and armor of target ship, rather they
make that ship take threshold tests against some
systems. They also ignore shields of both types.
The difficulty of the threshold tests depends on how
many EMP hits the target ship has suffered that turn.
EMP hits from multiple ships can be combined to
produce more dramatic effects. A single EMP hit
requires a threshold test on a 6, two hits require a test
on a 5+, and three or more hits require a test on a 4+.
The systems that can be affected are: Drives, FTL*, Fire
Control, Shields, Turrets, ECM, Area ECM, any Fields
(Stealth, Holo), and the Cloaking devices. The number
of systems that can be affected is equal to the total
number of EMP hits delivered that turn. Beginning with
the defender both players allocate hits to systems
alternating each hit back and forth until all hits have
been allocated.(person whose ship is being fired upon)
chooses the allocation of EMP hits to valid target
systems. All systems that can be affected must be given
one hit before allocating additional hits and all hits must
be allocated evenly.
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*Note: EMP weapon hits may NOT be allocated to a
ship’s FTL unless FTL critical hits are part of the
scenario's victory conditions. For example a raid
scenario where attacking ships that lose their FTL by the
end of the game count as destroyed (they can’t escape).
Some campaigns may also ignore this rule.
For example a battle cruiser sustains 7 EMP hits in a
single turn. The BC has three fire control systems,
engines and one Shield. The defender puts one EMP
hit on each fire control, plus one on the engines and
the Shield. The remaining two hits are allocated to the
shields and engines (one additional each). The Fire
Controls will require a 6 to be knocked out and the
Shield and engines will require a 5+.

Systems knocked out by EMP attacks can be repaired
by damage control like any other threshold damage.
EMP pulses can also effectively burn out the smaller
electronic systems on missiles, fighters and gunboats,
effectively “killing” them. EMP-1s can be used in point
defense like a beam 1, inflicting a BD hits with a -1 DRM.
EMP projectors cost 3 per mass.
EMP 1 Mass 1 6-arcs
EMP 2 Mass 2 3-arcs. +1 for 3 additional arcs
EMP 3 Mass 4 1-arc. +1 mass per additional arc
EMP 4 Mass 8 1-arc, +2 mass per additional arc
Plasma Cannon
Plasma Cannon are powerful weapons that send dense
streams of plasma at their targets. These weapons can
inflict hellacious amounts of damage very quickly,
reducing even a heavily armored battleship to scrap.
Plasma cannon do not use Beam Dice (BD*).
Plasma cannon inflict 1d6-2 (-shields/DRM) hits, with
each hit inflicting 1 damage. So on a roll of 3 it inflicts 1
hit, on a 4 it inflicts 2 hits, on a 5 it inflicts 3 hits, and on a
6 it inflicts 4 hits, penetrates, and gets a reroll! Like
beam weapons, they generate a number of dice equal to
the size class of the plasma cannon up to 12 mu, and
lose one dice of damage for each additional 12 mu.
Plasma cannon are double the mass of normal beam
weapons. Because of their heavy and somewhat
unwieldy mounts, plasma cannon cannot be effectively
used in defensive fire mode.
Plasma Cannon cost 3 per mass.
Plasma 1 Mass 1 3-arcs
Plasma 1 Mass 2 6-arcs
Plasma 2 Mass 4 3-arcs. +2 for 3 additional arcs
Plasma 3 Mass 8 1-arc. +2 mass per additional arc
Plasma 4 Mass 16 1-arc, +4 mass per additional arc

Standard Grasers (SAP)
Grasers are gamma-ray lasers, a very potent laser
weapon system. Functionally grasers have two key
differences from beams. First, they do 1d3 damage per
hit, not the 1 damage per hit of conventional beams.
Second, Grasers are semi-armor piercing weapons.
Like beams, grasers hit with BD*, so they can cause
penetrating damage and get rerolls on a natural 6.
Grasers inflict a number of BD* hits in the closest 12 mu
range bracket as the size of the graser. So a graser 3
would inflict 3 BD* to 12 mu, 2 BD* to 24 mu, and 1 BD*
to 36 mu, with each hit doing 1d3 damage semi-AP.
Grasers cost 3 per mass.
Graser 1 Mass 1 3 arcs
Graser 1 Mass 2 6 arcs
Graser 2 Mass 4 3 arcs, +2 for 3 additional arcs
Graser 3 Mass 8 1 arc, +2 mass per additional arc
Graser 4 Mass 16 1 arc, +4 mass per additional arc
Heavy Grasers (SAP)
Heavy Grasers are more advanced and especially
destructive beam weapons. Like beams, Heavy Grasers
have numeric classes, although the increasing cost
means that class 3 and above Heavy Grasers are less
common.
The range bands for Heavy Grasers are 18 MU, not 12, so
a class 2 Heavy Graser rolls 2D6 at 0-18 MU, 1D6 at up
to 36 MU.
Heavy Grasers score hits as beam weapons: against
unscreened targets rolls of 4 or 5 inflict 1 hit; rolls of 6
inflict 2. Against level-1 screens rolls of 4 do no
damage, and against level- 2 screens rolls of 5 or 6
inflict only 1 hit. H e a v y G r a s e r s are not
penetrating weapons and do not re-roll on a 6.

Unlike beams, each hit from HeavyGraser inflict 1D6 of
damage on the target and are Semi-Armor Piercing.
Example: A ship with two graser-1 and two graser-2
mounts fires at a target with level-1 screen and 24
MU away. The two graser-1s are out of range
(maximum 18 MU) and the graser-2s get 1D6 each.
The player rolls 4 and 6. The 4 is a miss because the
target has a level-1 screen and the 6 scores two hits
Heavy
cannot
used
for2D6
point
but noGraser-1s
re-roll. The
playerbenow
rolls
fordefense.
damage,
getting 4 and 3 for a total of 7.
Heavy Grasers cost 4 points per mass
Graser-1, Mass 2, 1-arc
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Graser-1, Mass 3, 3-arcs
Graser-1, Mass 4, 6-arcs
Graser-2, Mass 9, 1-arc, +3 mass per additional arc
Graser-3, Mass 24, 1-arc, +6 mass per additional arc

Phasers (SAP)
Phasers are highly focused weapons combining lasers
and particle beames together.
Phasers have several key differences from beams or
other energy weapons. First, they do 1d3 damage per
hit, not the 1 damage per hit of conventional beams.
Second, Phasers are semi-armor piercing weapons.
Like beams, Phasers hit with BD*, so they can cause
penetrating damage and get rerolls on a natural 6.
Phasers inflict a number of BD* hits in the closest 12 mu
range bracket as the size of the Phaser. So a Phaser 3
would inflict 3 BD* to 12 mu, 2 BD* to 24 mu, and 1 BD*
to 36 mu, with each hit doing 1d3 damage semi-AP.
Phasers also have other targeting modes. They may
also be used as a Needle Weapon of the same class if
the ship also mounts Advanced Firing Control Systems
(AFC).
Lastly each mount may be used as a single PDS instead
of firing in anti-ship mode. If the ship also mounts
Advanced Fire Control Systems (AFC) each Phaser may
be used as an ADS instead. One AFC must be
dedicated if used in this way and will provide enough
control for unlimited targets.
Phasers cost 3 points per mass +2 for each weapon.
(6 points per mass if ship has AFC)
Phaser 1 Mass 1 3-arcs
Phaser 1 Mass 2 6-arcs
Phaser 2 Mass 4 3-arcs. +2 for 3 additional arcs
Phaser 3 Mass 8 1-arc. +2 mass per additional arc
Phaser 4 Mass 16 1-arc, +4 mass per additional arc
For example a Phaser 2 (3 arc) would be mass 4 and
cost 14 points, 24 points if the ship had AFC.
Full Thrust never allowed players to quite
simulate what the Phasers on Star Trek Next
Generation, DS9 etc, could do. They seemed
able to operate in any capacity desired from
destroying an enemy ship’s shields, mine
sweeping, oring shafts on a planetary surface
to whole sale
destruction. It is my hope these
Transporter
Beams
rules will provide some of that flavor

Transporters are an arcane technology that, though
careful atomic manipulation and quantum calculation,
can create a macroscopic “tunneling” event. The realworld effect is that it allows troops to be sent in an
instant onto the deck of an enemy ship, where they can
then fight to take control of that ship. Nuclear bombs
cannot be sent via the transporter, as the probability
junction cannot transport high-Z materials, so the
uranium or plutonium of a bomb would be left behind.
Transporter Beams generate a BD hits (no rerolls)
against targets within range. Their number of BD at
range is the same as any other beam mount. Every hit
generated allows the player to send one unit of Marines
or a Damage Control Party over to the enemy ship. The
beam is one-way only, so the Marine boarding parties
must win or die, and cannot be brought back to their
home ship until the battle is done. If a ship runs out of
DCPs or Marines,, it cannot use its transporters any
more. The Transporters can be used to send marines to
help in the defense of an allied ship. Roll to hit normally.
Sending Marines on Raids- Marines can be sent to an
enemy ship to destroy any one system on the SSD. If
successful the system is destroyed and may not be
repaired during the battle.
Only transporters may send Marines on raids and ONLY
marines may be used for such actions. Regular
crewmen (DCPs) do not have the equipment or training
for such operations.
To conduct a raid, roll the transporter attack as normal.
Any ONE hit from each Transporter sends over ONE
Marine and grants the player a roll on the chart below:
1 Nothing happens. The transporter technician is unable
to lock onto the target system
2-3 The Marines transport onto the ship but are unable
to reach the target system and are killed.
4 The Marines transport onto the ship but are unable to
reach the target system and return to the ship.
5 The Marines transport aboard and destroy the target
system but are killed in the process.
6 The marines transport aboard and destroy the target
system and return safely to the ship.
Marines may not be sent to attack any Core or
otherwise protected systems, such as Antimatter suicide bombs
Transporter beams are affected by shields like normal
beams.
Transporter beams are the same size as normal beam
mounts. They cannot be used to target
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ordnance/fighters/gunboats, and thus cannot be used in
defensive fire.

Broadside Twin Particle Arrays may be purchased for 5
mass for two batteries. Each battery will have only two
arcs firing either port or starboard.

T-beams cost 3 per mass.
TB 1 Mass 1 6-arcs
TB 2 Mass 2 3-arcs. +1 for 3 additional arcs
TB 3 Mass 4 1-arc. +1 mass per additional arc
TB 4 Mass 8 1-arc, +2 mass per additional arc
Gatling Battery (P)
The Gatling Battery is a specialist short-range beam
mount capable of delivering a rapid burst of fire. The
more advanced aiming and control systems of the
Battery can also be used very effectively in point
defense fire.
A Gatling Battery used in anti-ship fire generates 6 beam
dice (BD*) out to a range of 12 mu. These dice must all
be directed at the same target. The Battery may also be
used as a Point Defense installation, at which point it
fully follows the rules for PDS. The one exception is that
the Gatling Battery may have limited fire arcs, and if the
ordnance or fighter is attacking from outside its' arc, the
GB cannot fire in point defense mode. GB's with arcs to
the rear of the ship may fire in PDS mode into the
baffles, but they may not fire in anti-ship mode into the
baffles.

Meson Projector (P)
Meson Projectors are a further refinement of the particle
technologies in the Twin Particle Array, allowing a
narrow beam of energetic mesons to be projected to
great distances. The Meson Projector generates 1 BD*
out to a range of 48 mu. Like the Gattling Battery, the
Meson Projector can also be used as a Point Defense
installation, limited only by the arc of the projector.
Meson Projectors cost 4 per mass.
Meson Projectors Mass 2 1 arc
Meson Projectors Mass 3 3 arcs
Meson Projectors Mass 4 6 arcs

Gatling Batteries cost 4 per mass.
Gatling Battery Mass 2 1 arc
Gatling Battery Mass 3 3 arcs
Gatling Battery Mass 4 6 arcs
Broadside Gatling batteries may be purchased for 5
mass for both batteries. Each battery will have only two
arcs firing either port or starboard.

Twin Particle Array (P)
The Twin Particle Array is a more developed version of
the convention of beam weapon. By more careful
focusing and control of the particle stream and more
consistent beam can be maintained. The TPA generates
2beam dice (BD*) to a range of 24 mu. The TPA can
also be used in a point defense mode very effectively. In
this mode it acts just as a Point Defense installation, with
the exception that if the TPA has limited arcs, then the
point defense coverage is also limited to those arcs, like
the Gatling Battery above.
Twin Particle Arrays cost 4 per mass.
Twin Particle Array Mass 2 1 arc
Twin Particle Array Mass 3 3 arcs
Twin Particle Array Mass 4 6 arcs

Needle Beams (Replace 5.4)
Needle beams are a specialist weapon system that uses
a high intensity, super-focused particle beam to punch a
small hole deep into an enemy warship to cripple key
systems. The accuracy of the targeting depends on good
intelligence. The more you know about the enemy ship,
the more accurately you can target the intended system.
With basic sensors you know what types of weapons the
opponent has, but not the particulars of the mounts
(size, arc). So for example, with that limited information
you could target “a beam mount”, and if a hit was
scored, a random beam mount would be destroyed.
Better information from improved sensors allows for
more exact targeting. Without at least the information of
basic sensors, the needle beam is relatively ineffective.
While it can still do a point of damage to the target, rolls
of a 6 do not cripple targeted system.
For a ship to use needle beams effectively beyond 12
mu it must have enhanced sensors. If the weapon is
fired at a target more than 24mu it must mount either
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Superior sensors or two enhanced sensors. Like the
restrictions for fire control these sensors may only focus
the Needle weapons on one enemy ship’s system per
turn. If a ship is facing a foe protected by stealth or ECM
the Needle beams will be affected as normal so will only
be useful at very close range.
Needle beams can be used to target any system that
appears on the SSD (the only exceptions being stealth
hulls biotech generators and Protected systems). The
accuracy required for such targeting means that extra
fire control needs to be dedicated to the attack. A Fire
Control must be designated for every needle beam
target, though multiple needle beams firing at the same
target may share a fire control. Other weapons can
share the fire control to target the same ship normally.
The focus and intensity of Needle Beams means that
they are not affected by shields. The distortions of a
holofield (-1 DRM) prevent the needle beam from being
guided accurately enough to hit a target system.
Needle beams have range bands of 12 mu, like all
other beam weapons. Larger Needle Beam mounts
generate extra needle dice at close range. On a roll of
4+ they inflict a single point of damage. On a roll of a
natural 6 they inflict a single point of damage, and
destroy the targeted system.
Systems destroyed by needle beam fired cannot be
repaired by damage control parties, as the damage
requires repair resources and spare parts that ships do
not have on hand.
Needle Beams cost 3 per mass.
NB-1 Mass 2 2 arcs, +1 mass per additional arc,
3 arcs maximum.
NB-2 Mass 4 1 arc, +2 mass per additional arc, 3
arcs maximum
NB-3 Mass 8 1 arc, +4 mass per additional arc, 3
arcs maximum
NB-4 Mass 16 1 arc, +8 mass per additional arc,
3 arcs maximum

Pulse Torpedoes (SAP) (Replace 5.2)
Pulse Torpedoes are one of the most common projectile
weapons in use. At short range they are very accurate,
and a lucky hit can deliver a large amount of damage.
Pulse Torpedoes are semi-armor piercing weapons.
As a projectile weapon, Pulse Torpedoes ignore shields.
If a pulse torpedo hits it inflicts 1d6 point of damage,
semi-AP. The chance of a hit decreases with range.
Pulse Torpedoes also come in standard, long range
(LR), and Short range (SR) versions. All Pulse
Torpedoes cost 3 per mass.
LR Pulse Torpedo Mass 8 1 arc, +2 mass per additional
arc, 3 arcs maximum
Pulse Torpedo Mass 4 1 arc, +1 mass per additional arc,
3 arcs maximum
SR Pulse Torpedo Mass 2 1 arc, +1 mass for 2
additional arcs, 3 arc maximum
Overloaded Pulse Torpedoes (SAP) (optional)
Some games allow Pulse Torpedo type weapons to be
fired with a stronger ‘warhead’ than normal. Such
overloading can potentially do considerable damage but
carries with it great risk.
To fire a torpedo overloaded it must be noted in the
orders and the torpedo may not have fired in the
previous turn.
Roll to hit as normal but the torpedo uses the To Hit
Table of the next smaller class of weapon. In other
words, a Long range Torp uses the Standard table and a
Standard Torp uses the Short range table. Short range
Torpedoes may not be fire fired overloaded.
If the torpedo hit rolla 1D6 as normal with a +2DRM,
giving a damage range between 3 and 8 points of
damage. If the Torpedo rolls a 1, roll a second 1D6. On
a second result of 1 the torpedo tube is destroyed and
may not be repaired by DCPs.
If the torpedo is not fired it is ejected by the crew and
counts as having fired. Nobody wants to keep that hot of
a warhead sitting around any longer than they have to.
The Overload upgrade costs +1 point per mass. Every
torpedo in the fleet must be upgraded (except short
range torps) or none at all. If all players agree some
designs representing older ships may be granted an
exception.
Turreted Submunition Pack (P) (Replace 5.3)
Submunitions are one-shot weapons designed to deliver
heavy damage at close range. The power and intensity
of submunitions means that they ignore the effects of
shields. Once a submunition has been fired, it is crossed
off the ship SSD and cannot be used again.
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The number of BD* a submunition generates is based on
the range. They inflict 3 BD* hits to 6 mu, 2 BD* to 12
mu, and 1 BD* to 18 mu.
Submunitions cost 3 per mass.
Submunition Mass 1 3 arcs

K-Guns (AP) (Replace 5.12)
Kinetic Guns (K-guns) are slug-guns that use gravitic
technology to throw solid projectiles at very high speeds,
making them accurate at the ranges of typical space
combat, and capable on inflicting massive damage. Kguns are projectile weapons, and as such their chance
of hitting decreases with range, but they are unaffected
by shields. All K-guns are armor piercing (AP) weapons,
as the hypervelocity slugs easily punch through most
armor.
Long Range and Short Range versions of the K-gun are
available, though these are sometimes referred to as
high velocity and low-velocity versions.
The damage inflicted by a K-gun depends on its
size/class. The base damage inflicted is equal to the
class of the K-gun, so a hit from a K-3 will inflict at least
3 points of damage. All K-guns have a chance of
doubling the damage they inflict, as the projectile slams
deep into the enemy ship.
Roll a d6, if the result is equal to or less than the class of
the K-gun, the damage done is doubled. A roll of a 6 is
always a failure, so K-6's and larger do not automatically
double, but a K-6 that does (on a roll of 1-5) inflicts 12
points of armor piercing damage!
K-1's (normal, long and short ranged) are nimble rapidfire mounts, well suited to defensive work. Like a Beam1, a K-1 can be used as a PDS installation, but with a
-1 DRM. It cannot fire into the baffles of the ship,
however.

K-guns cost 4 per mass.
K-1 Mass 2 6-arcs
K-2 Mass 3 1 arc, +1 mass for an additional arc,
2 arcs maximum
K-3 Mass 5 1 arc
K-4 Mass 8 1 arc
K-5 Mass 11 1 arc
K-6 Mass 14 1 arc
SRK-1 Mass 1.5 6-arcs
SRK-2 Mass 2 2 arcs
SRK-3 Mass 3 1 arc
SRK-4 Mass 4 1 arc
SRK-5 Mass 6 1 arc
SRK-6 Mass 7 1 arc
(Short Range K-guns are half the mass, rounded up, of a
conventional K-gun)
Short range K-1's can be bought in pairs for 3 mass, or
they can be excluded from your game.

LRK-1 Mass 4 6-arcs
LRK-2 Mass 6 1 arc, +2 mass for an additional arc, 2
arcs maximum
LRK-3 Mass 10 1 arc
LRK-4 Mass 16 1 arc
LRK-5 Mass 22 1 arc
LRK-6 Mass 28 1 arc
(Long Range K-guns are double the mass of a
conventional K-gun)

When engaging missiles and other attacking ordnance
the K-1 gunner always waits until the missile has entered
the closest range bracket to achieve the best chance of
hitting. When engaging fighters or gunboats (which are
not attacking the ship) the hit probability of the K-1 is
based on the range bracket of the target.
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Flak Ammunition (Barrage Fire)
K-guns of Class 2 or larger can be equipped to fire high
explosive shells timed to detonate away from the ship
At the beginning of the missile phase, for each K-Gun
conducting a flak barrage, a single ‘blast marker’ is
placed up to 24mu away for long range guns, 18 for
standard and 12 for short. One FC is required to fire a
barrage.
The Flak round will detonate against any fighter, missile
travelling through or within 2mu of the marker and are
attacked with a number of PDS dice equal to the class of
the gun that fired the barrage at (1- DRM). It is possible
to affect multiple targets including your own ordinance.
In the case of missiles do not roll for the number of
missiles that lock on until the missile attack phase.
Simply roll to see how many hits the Flak barrage scores
on the missile counter and keep track of it until the
missile attack phase. Then subtract that from the
number of missiles that lock on. If a ship, friendly or
enemy, is within the blast range it will take a single point
of damage on a roll of 1.
All ‘blast markers’ are removed at the end of the turn.
For an additional 2 points a K-gun may be equipped with
Flak ammunition. All the Guns on a ship (except K-1s)
must be equipped.

magazine or the launcher is disabled due to
threshold/needle damage, it cannot fire until the damage
is repaired. Multiple launchers can be fed from a single
large magazine, or smaller magazines can be tied to
each individual launcher, each has its own tactical
advantages and disadvantages in terms of resistance to
battle-damage.
Boarding torpedoes use the projectile to-hit numbers.
There are no long-range or short-range versions
available. If a boarding torpedo hits it does one point of
damage to the target, and two “boarder/marines”
markers are placed by the ship.
Boarding Torpedoes cost 3 per mass.
Boarding Torpedo Launcher 2 Mass 3 arcs
Boarding Torpedoes 1 Mass each
Fusion Array
The Fusion Array is a somewhat complex weapon that
fires and hits as a modified projectile weapon, yet does
damage in BD*. It is possible for a fusion projectile to hit,
and yet do no damage.
The Fusion Array may be set in one of two modes, either
as a Fusion Flare Launcher, or as a Fusion Torpedo
Launcher. The array must be configured before combat
begins. It can be changed during a game by taking the
weapon ‘off line’ for one turn. Switching modes must be
written on the ship orders or noted on the SSD.
Because they hit as projectiles, they ignore standard
shields. Advanced shields will prevent damage the same
way they would against Beam weapons. For purposes
of targeting fighters/gunboats, both the flare and torpedo
deliver a single hit, with the possibility of multiple points
of damage.

Boarding Torpedoes
The boarding Torpedo is a specialist projectile weapon
designed to deliver boarding parties onto an enemy ship.
These boarders could be stasis-protected Space
Marines, killer warbots, nano-technological swarms, or
blood thirsty Reavers, depending on the particular flavor
of your game universe.
The Boarding Torpedo is different from other projectiles
in one key respect- it is a magazine fed weapon.
Every time it fires, hit or miss, it expends one of the
torpedoes in the magazine. When all the torpedoes are
used up, the weapon can no longer fire. If either the

Fusion Flare
Range
Hits on
to 6 mu
1+
to 12 mu
2+
to 18 mu
3+
to 24 mu
4+
to 30 mu
5+
to 36 mu
6

Damage
1 BD*
2 BD*
3 BD*
4 BD*
5 BD*
6 BD*

Fusion Torpedo
Range
Hits on
to 6 mu
6
to 12 mu
5+
to 18 mu
4+
to 24 mu
3+
to 30 mu
2+
to 36 mu
1+

Damage
6 BD*
5 BD*
4 BD*
3 BD*
2 BD*
1 BD*

Fusion arrays cost 3 per mass.
Fusion Array Mass 3 1 arc, +1 mass
per additional arc, 3 arcs maximum.
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Gravitic Guns
The Gravitic Gun is an application of drive technology
that creates a propagating wave of gravitational
disturbances and eddies. While this does not affect
normal space very much, it can have profound effects on
ships and other small craft using reactionless drives.
Gravitic guns generate beam dice to hit like a normal
beam weapon. The damage inflicted by the hits depends
on the speed of the target, as a quick moving object in a
reactionless drive field can experience sudden tidal
surges that can cause severe internal damage (which is
why the weapon is sometimes known as a “gravy gun”
for the effect it can have on a crew).
As a beam-type weapon, the effects of a gravitic-beam
can be reduced by shields.

AM Missiles may also be fused to detonate in open
space, without making at attack run. This can be done to
try and destroy large waves of incoming missiles, or
blow holes in dense minefields. Any enemy ship and
fighters may still fire at the missile if it is within 3 mu
range, before it detonates. This is done in a similar
manor to firing at PBLs.
Making antimatter explode in the vacuum of space is
more difficult than most people image. If not done right,
a small amount of energy is released, just enough to
blow apart the warhead and send chunks of antimatter
flying off into the void of space. To help overcome this
AM warheads are fitted with sensors which will attempt
to detonate the warhead if they detect any damage that
may cause the warhead to fail.
As a proper explosion from an AM missile has a large
blast radius, stopping an AM missile just before impact
may not be enough! To simulate this AM missiles take
multiple “hits” to kill. Each hit from point defense fire
reduces the warhead strength by 1d6 and the blast
radius by 1 mu. Three hits will disrupt the warhead
sufficiently to prevent any meaningful explosion. If firing
at AM missiles in free flight (missiles that are not making
attack runs, and are fused to detonate in free space) the
same 3-hit requirement applies.
If an AM Missile impacts at full strength it explodes,
doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit
within 2 mu, and 1d6 damage to any ship or unit within 3
mu.
Shields reduce the damage of antimatter blasts.
Apply a -1 DRM to each die of antimatter damage per
level of shield. So a ship with shield-2 caught in a 3d6
antimatter burst would only take 3d6-6 damage.

Gravitic guns cost 3 per mass.
Grav-1 Mass 1 6-arcs
Grav-2 Mass 2 3-arcs. +1 mass for 3
additional arcs
Grav-3 Mass 4 1-arc. +1 mass per
additional arc
Grav-4 Mass 8 1-arc, +2 mass per
additional arc

If an AM Missile fails a threshold test it explodes on the
rack, immediately doing 1d6 damage to the carrying
ship, and 1d6 damage to any unit within 1 mu. A missile
that explodes on the rack obviously cannot be later
repaired by damage control. Shields and Armor will not
protect a ship from its own exploding missiles.
Anti-Matter missiles cost 5 per mass.
Rack-mounted AM Missile Mass 2 3 arcs

Ordnance Weapons
Anti-Matter Missile (Anti-Matter Torpedoes)
Anti-Matter missiles are a Heavy Missile body fitted with
an antimatter warhead. Due to the inherent danger of
carrying antimatter into a combat environment, AM
Missiles are mounted in external racks.
The AM Missiles rack has a 3-arc coverage, with a range
of 18mu. The unique decay products of the antimatter
warhead makes the AM Missile distinguishable from
other capital missiles, so enemy point defense may
concentrate on them.
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Rocket Pods
Rocket Pods are short-range direct attack ordnance
weapons. They are most effective in high-speed close-in
maneuvering battles, a place where other types of
ordnance often has trouble tracking and attacking enemy
ships.
Rocket Pods are one-shot weapons that are crossed off
the SSD once fired. They are fired during ordnance
launch, but they use a different attack mechanic. Select
an enemy ship within range and fire-arc of the rocket
pod. The pod fires two rockets at that ship.
Roll for each rocket to see if its hits.
Range up to 6 mu up to 12 mu up to 18 mu
Hits on:
2+
3+
4+
If the rockets “hit” then place an appropriate number of
rocket counters next to the ship. These will attack at the
same time as other missiles, and the rockets can be shot
down by point defense weapons as if they were
conventional missiles. As the rockets fly straight in, they
hit in the arc visible at the moment of launch. This will
effect which defensive weapons are in arc. Placing the
rocket counters next to the ship in that arc is a good way
to keep track of this.
Rockets can be fired at gunboats. They suffer a -1DRM
to target the gunboat.
Rockets do 1d3 damage (semi AP) each.
Mass 1 and cost 3 points

--The turn after a spinal mount if fired a ship cannot
maneuver at all, apply thrust nor can it be charging its
FTL drive.
--Spinal mounts may only be fired every other turn,
though a ship with multiple spinal mounts could alternate
firing the weapons to keep up a continuous barrage.
Spinal mounts all fire a beam of energy that can hit any
model caught within. Larger spinal mounts generate
beams that are longer and wider. The focus of the beam
means that little power is lost with distance, so spinal
mounts deliver the same number of damage dice along
their entire range. Missiles, fighters, gunboats and even
plasma bolts caught within can also be hit. Their
chances of being hit are the same as for a ship; there is
no negative DRM for shooting anti-ship weapons at
small targets. If multiple ships are within the beam area,
they all sustain the same number of dice of hits, but roll
dice separately for each target. Only a planet or other
large body can block a spinal mount, and even then it
does bad things to the surface of the planet.
Spinal mounts ignore the range reduction of stealth and
DRM of Holofields. Shields can provide some protection
against the beam and plasma spinal mounts. Spinal
mounts can be targeted at an “empty point of space” so
to catch more ships in the beam, or sweep away
undetected mines. It still requires a Fire Control to target
the spinal mount on the point in space.
Spinal Mount Mass Range
Beam Width
Small
8
24 mu
1 mu
Medium
16
36 mu
1.5 mu
Large
32
48 mu
2 mu
The damage they inflict depends on the type of spinal
mount being used.
Point Singularity Projector (AP)
This exotic and highly dangerous weapon creates and
fires a miniature black hole. While it is unlikely that the
black hole will directly strike an enemy ship, the steep
gravity gradient and tidal forces caused by the singularity
can rip ships apart.

Spinal Mounts
Spinal Mounts are weapons so immense and powerful
that the gun forms the central core around which the
rest of the ship is assembled. The devastating firepower
of spinal mounts comes with some considerable tactical
costs and limitations.
--A ship may only mount one spinal mount weapon per
50 mass of ship. So a battleship (mass 101-150) could
mount up to three.
--Spinal mounts must face forward, cannot be turret
mounted, and have a fire arc that is half the normal width
(30 degrees).

The PSP only generates 2 BD (no rerolls) of hits along
its flight path. The damage these hits can generate,
however, depends on the size and mass of the target.
The bigger you are, the worse the damage inflicted. It
does 1 damage per hit to small craft, missiles, fighters,
gunboats.
Against ships the damage per hit is 1d6 per 50 mass of
ship. So if two hits were scores against a mass 100 BC it
would suffer 4d6 damage. The damage from a PSP is
armor piercing, and is not affected by shields.
PSPs cost 5 per mass.
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Beam (P)
The beam spinal mount is a natural evolution and
development of beam technology, a gigantic particle
cannon capable of delivering crippling blows at long
range. Beam Spinal Mounts generate 12 BD* hits within
the beam area. Shields have their normal effect on these
hits.
Beam Spinal Mounts cost 4 per mass.

Plasma
Plasma spinal mounts are a very large, super-efficient
plasma cannon. they generate 6 plasma dice within the
beam area. These inflict 1d6-2-shields hits to all targets
within the beam area, with rerolls on sixes. Note that
there is no -1 for Holofields, which are ignored by area of
effect weapons.

try and shoot it down, but this is quite difficult. PDS fire
suffers a -2 DRM, so only hits on a 6. Scatterpacks and
interceptor pods do 1 BD* of hits. Each hit on the PBL
reduces its strength by 1. So a class 1 PBL is destroyed
by a single hit, while a huge class 6 will take 6 points of
damage to completely destroy.
Class 1 beams and class 1 K-guns may NOT be used in
their secondary PDS role against plasma bolts, but
Kra'Vak scatterguns may, and are even more effective
than standard PDS: they roll like a "beam" die, removing
1 strength from a bolt on a 4 or 5 result, and 2 strength
classes on a 6 (NO reroll). Sa'Vasku interceptor pods
may also engage plasma bolts, with the same roll as a
Kra'Vak scattergun.
Fighter groups may target PBs if they are within 6mu; roll
for each fighter as if it was a
PDS (ie: each roll of 6 counts as a hit).

Plasma Spinal Mounts cost 4 per mass.
Ships with ADFC capability may add their PDS fire in
support of any ships within 6mu of them that are within
the effect radius of a plasma bolt, even if the ADFCequipped ships is itself outside the danger area.
Every class (1-6) of PBL uses the same damage radius,
but the amount of damage inflicted depends on the class
of the bolt. Plasma bolts do 1d6 damage per class to
every target within the blast radius. So an undamaged
class 6 plasma bolt will do 6d6 damage to everything
within the blast radius. Roll for each target separately, as
the luck of the blast may bathe targets in more or less
plasma. Fighters and heavy fighters take 1d6 casualties
per dice of plasma damage. Missiles and gunboats are
destroyed.
Plasma Bolt Launchers
The Plasma Bolt Launcher (PBL) loads and fires
bombs which explode at range, bathing a huge area of
space in superheated plasma. These plasma bombs are
very difficult to destroy because they move quickly, have
a small signature, and just tend to explode anyways if
not destroyed quickly and completely.

Shields do provide significant protection against the
plasma. Each level of shield (2 maximum) provides a -1
DRM to each die of plasma damage. Stealth and
holofields provide no defense from plasma bombs.
PBLs cost 3 per mass.
PBL Mass is equal to 3 Mass per class + 1 mass x class

Plasma Bolt launchers have two significant restrictions.
First, a ship can mount only one 1 launcher per 50 mass
of ship. So a mass 101-150 ship could mount 3
launchers, while a mass 1-50 ship could only mount 1.
These launchers may be any size, within the available
mass limit, it is the total number of launchers that is
limited. The second limitation is that a PBL may only fire
every other turn.
The PBL is fired during ordnance launch. A marker
showing the detonation point is placed anywhere within
arc and line of of site of the launcher, out to a range of
30 mu. PBLs explode with a blast radius of 6 mu (12 mu
diameter), and every ship, missile, fighter and gunboat
within the blast radius will be damaged. Any ship or
other unit within the blast radius may fire at the PBL to

per extra arc (max three arcs)
Class 1 PBL Mass 3, one arc + 1 for each additional arc
(max of 3 arcs)
Class 2 PBL Mass 6, one arc + 2 for each additional arc
(max of 3 arcs)
Class 3 PBL Mass 9, one arc + 3 for each additional arc
(max of 3 arcs)
Class 4 PBL Mass 12, one arc + 4 for each additional
arc (max of 3 arcs)
Class 5 PBL Mass 15, one arc + 5 for each additional
arc (max of 3 arcs)
Class 6 PBL Mass 18, one arc + 6 for each additional
arc (max of 3 arcs)
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As an option PBL may be fired as a type of shaped
charge projectile. If fired in this mode it must be noted
the turn of firing during the orders phase.
The firing player uses the Projectile chart to determine if
the PBL hits. A hit will generate 1D3 points of damage
per size class of the Bolt. Standard shields will have no
effect but Advanced Shields will at -1DRM for each level
of shield. Damage is Semi Armor Piercing.
Multiple Kinetic Penetrators (AP)
The Multiple Kinetic Penetrator derived from research
into hyper-kinetic penetrators and kinetic-guns. They are
one shot weapons that launch a projectile at very high
speed towards the target, inflicting great damage if they
hit. As projectiles, MKPs ignore shields; furthermore they
are armor piercing weapons.
An MKP has a range of 12 mu, and hits on a roll of 4+.
On a roll of a 6 it hits twice. Each hit inflicts 4 points of
damage.
MKPs cost 4 per mass.
Multiple Kinetic Penetrator Mass 1 1 arc

Launch Tubes / Flight Deck
Launch tubes are connected to hangar bays and are
used to launch and recover fighters. Launch tube
technology is available to all species. A single Launch
Tube may serve multiple hangar bays.
Launch tubes cost 3 per mass, and are 3 mass each.
Launch Catapults (+MOD) (optional)
Some launch tubes or flight decks are equipped with
catapults that propel its fighters away from the ship in a
similar fashion to firing a gun. This enables a ship to
launch fighters while maneuvering (ie applying thrust).
This upgrade is included here to allow players to build
ships that operate in a similar way to the Battlestars from
the tv series Battlestar Glactica. Players should be only
apply this upgrade to ships from a genre or background
that has them and then only if everyone agrees.
Cost per launch tube or flight deck is 1 point, 0 mass,
and if one launch tube/flight deck is upgraded they all
must be.

Fighter Racks
Fighter racks allow robot fighters to be carried on the hull
of a ship. This provides the advantage of rapid launch
(no limitation of the number of launch tubes), and is a
very cheap way for a warship to carry some fighters into
combat.

Additional Ship Systems
Variable Hull Rows (Replace 11.3)
Military hulls are built to be a good balance of cost
effectiveness and ability to withstand battle damage. It is
possible to build hulls that are more or less robust. This
is represented by changing the number of hull rows.
Three, five or six rows can be used in place of four, with
a 3-row ship better able to withstand damage before
needing to take a threshold test.

Any type of robot fighter can be rack-mounted.
Robot fighters cannot be refueled or rearmed in the
carrying rack.
A launch-tube and hangar bay equipped ship, with the
proper type of hangar bay for the fighter type being
used, is required for combat reloads.
Fighter racks cost 1 per mass.
Fighter Rack Mass 6 can carry 1 wing of robot fighters

3-row hull boxes costs 3 per mass
5-row hull boxes costs 1.5 per mass
6-row hull boxes costs 1 per mass
Hangar Bays
Hangar bays hold fighters when they are not in flight.
They contain all the equipment that is necessary re-arm
and refuel fighters but not launch or recover them, that
is the job of the launch tube. Each hangar bay holds a
single squadron (wing) of 6 fighters.
Hangars cost 3 per mass, and are six mass each.
If using the optional Critical Hits to Hangar Bay rules
then the points cost is reduced to 2 per mass.

Turrets
Turrets are mechanical assemblies into which entire
weapon mounts are fitted. By rotating the turret, the
weapon may be brought to bear into a variety of arcs.
While turrets allow some limited arc weapons a wider
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field of coverage, they have a number of operation
restrictions. Like multi-arc weapons, turret arcs do not
have to be contiguous.
A turret is a system that appears on the SSD with the
weapons within. If the turret is damaged due to a
threshold test or a needle hit, it remains stuck in its
current facing until repaired.
Turrets can bear into a number of arcs (the exact
number depending on the construction of the turret).
During the orders phase the facing of each turret must
be recorded. The simplest way to do this is to put a ‘tic’
mark on the SSD for each turret indicating its facing.
Turret facing is revealed after ship movement before
fighters take any secondary moves.

continue ship construction and provide vital supplies
from the frontier.
Shipyards can only built into fortresses, not into ships or
system defense boats. Shipyards are a single system
of any mass. The size of the shipyard determines the
maximum size and the total mass of ships that can be
built in a single strategic turn. A shipyard can build a ship
that is double the mass of the shipyard. So a 50-mass
shipyard can built ships up to 100 mass. Shipyards can
build a total mass of ships equal to double their mass.
So the 50-mass shipyard mentioned could built one 100mass BC, or two 50-mass CLs, or three 33-mass DDs.
Shipyards cost 2 per mass. They can be of any size.

The weapons in a turret can fire into the single 60degree arc that the turret is facing. Weapons with more
than 1 arc that are mounted in a turret lose their
additional arcs, and are limited to the single turret arc.
All the weapons mounted in a single turret must be fired
at the same target.
A ship is limited to one turret per size 50 mass of ship.
Turrets cost 3 per mass. Turrets are purchased based
on the size of the weapons installed, and the number of
arcs the turret can bear into. When determining turret
size, round all fractions up.
6 arc turret 1 mass of turret holds 2 mass of weapons
5 arc turret 1 mass of turret holds 3 mass of weapons
4 arc turret 1 mass of turret holds 4 mass of weapons
3 arc turret 1 mass of turret holds 5 mass of weapons
2 arc turret 1 mass of turret holds 6 mass of weapons
For example, fitting a K-4 (mass 8) into a 4 arc turret
would 2 mass of turret. Fitting it into a 5 arc turret
would require 3 mass of turret.

Advanced Fire Control
Advanced fire control systems pack more range and
tracking capability into the space of a normal fire control
setup. Advanced FC systems can track two separate
targets each, acting just like two normal Fire Controls.
Advanced FC can also track and scan enemy ships out
to a range of 72 mu for detection purposes.
Advanced Fire controls cost 5 per mass.
Advanced Fire Control Mass 1
Shipyard Facilities
Shipyard facilities provide the ability to build and modify
ships in the frontiers of an empire. In the campaign
system, the only shipyards are present at start are in the
home system, so all newly built ships must start there.
Shipyards also allow an empire that has lost its capital to

Troop Berthing
In some cases a ship may wish to routinely carry
additional marines than the vessels own life support
capacity will allow. In those cases ships will be
equipped with extra troop compartments. Such
compartments are very common on troop ships. These
areas will contain extra sleeping and messing facilities
as well as specialized training area for weapons
practice, tactics familiarization, mission briefings and so
on.
1 Mass of Troop Berthing will allow a ship to carry up 3
additional Marines and cost 0 points per mass. The
Marines must be purchased separately.
Passenger Berthing
In some cases a ship may wish to routinely carry
additional Personnel or Crewmen than the vessels own
life support capacity will allow. In those cases ships will
be equipped with extra Berthing compartments. These
areas will contain extra sleeping and messing facilities
as well as specialized laboratories, emergency supplies,
mission briefings and so on. Such additional Personnel
are often utilized as extra Damage Control parties in
emergencies.
1 Mass of Passenger Berthing will allow a ship to carry
up 4 additional Damage Control Parties and cost 0
points per mass. The DC Parties must be purchased
separately.
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Enhanced Sensors (EXPERIMENTAL)
Enhanced Sensors are more sensitive the normal
detection packages found on ships with standard sensor
equipment. They are also fairly fragile and easily
damaged.
They can be used to augment a ships normal fire control
sensors or to reveal tactical information (if you are using
the double blind rules) but not both on the same turn.
Augmenting the ships fire control system allows the ship
to fire into its aft arc, to some degree, if it applied thrust
that turn.
Any weapons fried through the aft arc are limited to a
range of 24mu and will only cause a hit on a 6.
Weapons that are penetrating will re-roll their hits as
normal.
If you using the double blind rules Enhanced Sensors
can be used to gather enemy intelligence and may
reveal the following:
At 24 to 36 mu they provide the same information as
basic sensors. Inside of 24 mu they provide the following
additional information:
-The exact number, size and arc of enemy weapon
mounts.
-The exact type of all missiles and fighters
-The drive power of a ship (total thrust and presence
of AGD)

hit. Weapons that are penetrating will re-roll their hits
as normal.
If you using the double blind rules Enhanced Sensors
can be used to gather enemy intelligence and may
reveal the following:
These sensors have a range of 48 mu. At 36 to 48
mu they provide the information available to basic
sensors. From 24 to 36 mu they provide the information
available to additional information:
-You may see the opponents SSD at any time. You
know the exact status of the ship, including how much
ammunition remains in magazines, how many marines
are embarked, and what the captain had for breakfast.
-You can detect Biotech power allocation. This is
revealed after all orders are written, but before
movement and fire.
Superior Sensors are very fragile and easily damaged.
Anytime the ship must take a threshold check the
sensors are damaged at +1 on the die roll. If a 6 is
rolled the sensors are destroyed and cannot be repaired
during the game. For example, if the ship must make a
threshold check for its first row of hull boxes the sensors
would be damaged on a 5 and destroyed on a 6.
Superior Sensors cost 6 per mass.
Superior Sensors Mass 8

Enhanced sensors are very fragile and easily damaged.
Anytime the ship must take a threshold check the
sensors are damaged at +1 on the die roll. If a 6 is
rolled the sensors are destroyed and cannot be repaired
during the game. For example, if the ship must make a
threshold check for its first row of hull boxes the sensors
would be damaged on a 5 and destroyed on a 6.
Enhanced Sensors cost 6 per mass
Enhanced Sensors Mass 4
Superior Sensors (EXPERIMENTAL)
Superior Sensors are more sensitive the normal
detection packages found on ships with standard sensor
equipment. They are also fairly fragile and easily
damaged.
They can be used to augment a ship’s normal fire control
sensors or to reveal tactical information (if you are using
the double blind rules) but not both on the same turn.
Augmenting the ships fire control system allows the ship
to fire into its aft arc, to some degree, if it applied thrust
that turn.
Any weapons fried through the aft arc are limited to a
range of 36mu and will only cause a hit on are at -1 to
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Marine Boarding Parties
Ships can be fitted to carry embarked Marines.
Marines cost 5 points each, and are 0 mass
Marines appear on the SSD as a ‘system’ of their own,
and can be lost to threshold damage. Damaged (killed)
Marines cannot be ‘repaired’ during a battle as killed and
injured personnel take longer to repair than damaged
machinery.

Final Thoughts!
Everything presented here has been play-tested by our
group but others may not find the same game balance
we have. By all means change what you wish. Our only
request is you tell us about your experiences.
Don’t play the rules, play the game and most
importantly, have fun!

A ship may not mount more Marines (and additional
Damage control parties) than the Number of crew it was
initially designed with. For example if a heavy Cruiser
has four crew ‘units’. The player may purchase up to
four additional Marines or Damage Control Parties or
any combination of the two.
Marines may not be targeted by Needle Beams but they
may be the target of a Raid by Transporters
Damage Control Parties
Ships can be fitted to carry additional crew. Most
commonly these are used as extra damage control
parties, increasing the number of available crew units to
try and repair systems lost to threshold tests. The DCPs
can also act as Boarding Parties or for fighting off enemy
boarding parties.

Questions or comments can be emailed to
Jimklein1966@yahoo.com

DCPs cost 5 points each, and are 0 mass.
DCPs appear on the SSD, and can be lost to threshold
damage. Damaged (killed) DCPs cannot be repaired
during a battle as killed and injured personnel take
longer to repair than damaged machinery.
A ship may not mount more Damage Control Parties
(and or additional Marines) than the Number of crew it
was initially designed with. For example if a heavy
Cruiser has four crew ‘units’. The player may purchase
up to four additional Marines or Damage Control Parties
or any combination of the two.
DCPs may not be targeted by Needle Beams but they
could be the target of Transporter Raids by Marines.
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VARIOUS COMPANIES THAT
MAKE MINIATURES
This list is by no means exhaustive
and includes just a few of the great
companies out there

http://www.starshipmodeler.biz/shop
/index.cfm

http://shop.groundzerogames.co.uk/
http://timeslipcreations.com/Catalog_
Model_Kits.html
https://sites.google.com/site/behrlew
hubbuchiiisculptor/home
http://federationmodels.com/
http://www.ninjamagic.com/cgibin/gt/tpl.h,content=13&
http://fantastic-plastic.com/
http://jt-graphics.com/MK_BA.html
http://ravenstarstudios.blogspot.com/
2006_04_01_archive.html
http://ironwindmetals.com/store/ind
ex.php?cPath=273
http://www.studiobergstrom.com/
http://starfightershipyards.com/
http://www.brigademodels.co.uk/Spa
ceships/index.html
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TIMELINE CONTINUATION (DRAFT)
The main timeline in Full Thrust 2nd Edition brought the
"official" background history up to 2183, just before the
first contact with the Kra'Vak. This continuation shows
how things develop from there......
2183: The UNSC Survey Cruisers McCaffrey and Niven
are attacked by unknown forces off Lagos IV on the Pan
African Rim; the Niven is completely destroyed, and the
McCaffrey disappears without trace.
Later in the year, The PAU Battle Cruiser Kinshasa is
engaged and destroyed by an unidentified hostile in the
New Lusaka system.
2183: The Third Solar War had degenerated largely into
a series of border wars by this time. Union
representatives appeared before the United Nations to
request their assistance in investigating attacks on PAU
space. This was largely a political move intended to
incline foreign powers to look favorably upon the Union
when it retaliated against the Islamic Federation, which
the Union considered to be the source of the attacks.
The United Nations Space Command sends not one but
two survey vessels into the outer rim of PAU space to
investigate with their powerful long-range scanners.
Contact with both ships was lost when they were off
Lagos IV in an largely unsurveyed region of PAUcontrolled space. When contact with the two ships was
lost, the Universal Navy dispatched a Heavy Wing to
investigate, led by the aging and now re-classed
battlecruiser UNS Kinshasa. Kinshasa's last
transmissions of an alien enemy finally confirmed the
existence of the force raiding PAU space. A single
Universal Navy destroyer was the only member of the
wing to return, with news of the loss of both UN survey
ships as well as the Kinshasa and the rest of the wing.
2184: Unexplained attacks and incidents increase in
frequency, affecting not only PAU space but other
nations as well; with the ongoing state of war between
the NAC and ESU, much blame is placed by each power
on the other. Both blocs, however, begin to realize that
something far more important is happening.
Late in 2184, NAC Fleet Intelligence recovers the first
identifiable alien debris following an encounter near
Angel II in which a Confederation squadron managed to
destroy two ships from an attacking alien group. For the
first time, Humanity has positive proof that the the
attackers are another sentient life-form.
2184: As the PAU develops more and more intelligence
regarding the nature of the Kra'vak threat, the Universal
Navy begins a refitting of its vessels on the Kra'vak front.
Shield generators are removed (most to be replaced by
salvo missile racks and/or submunitions packs) and
many naval vessels have their point defense systems
replaced by class-1 dual-purpose batteries and new
vessels are no longer constructed with armor plating.
PAU shipyards are pressed to the limit refitting the fleet
wholesale and the decision is made to purchase an

additional six Novgorods from the ESU to assist in
general search and exploration missions to locate
Kra'vak systems and patrol Union space.

2185: The first co-operative action between the ESU and
NAC against the Kra'Vak occurs at the Battle of Sulaxar.
Although tensions still run high (especially in diplomatic
circles), the militaries of all the major powers - plus
several smaller nations - are coming inexorably together
in the face of a much greater threat. On 28.07.85, the
UN Assembly declares that a state of war now officially
exists between all the nations of Humanity and the race
known as the Kra'Vak; the First InterSentient War
(rapidly christened the Xeno War by the popular media)
has truly begun.
2185: The UN declares a state of war between Humanity
and the Kra’vak and the PAU pursues aggressive
shipbuilding of new vessels of an innovative design. The
PAU signs an agreement with the UNSC, giving the
UNSC a hundred year lease on refueling and resupply
bases in its territory in exchange for technical data. As
part of the agreement, an officer exchange program
between the Universal Navy and the UNSC is signed,
allowing UNSC observers aboard Universal Navy craft
on the Kra'vak frontier and vice versa.
The PAU begins a major diplomatic effort
towards ending the fighting of the Third Solar War and
starts this initiative by sharing a portion of its intelligence
on the Kra'vak with the NAC, NSL, ESU and FSE in the
hopes that humanity can come together against the alien
menace.

2186: Early in the year, the advances towards joint
ESU/NAC response to the Kra'Vak aggression falter
when a Eurasian naval unit fails to assist a
Confederation squadron under attack by alien forces off
Caleb. Finally escaping with barely 25% of his force and
men, Commodore Farris accuses the ESU of standing
off from the action in order to gain control of the Caleb
system. The diplomatic repercussions gradually settle,
but illustrate the deep distrust that still exists between
the major powers. The Kra'Vak offensive gathers
momentum, and very late in the year reports begins to
come in of the first surface assaults by Kra'Vak forces.
2186: The Universal Navy lays down the first Yambi
class Superdreadnought. The Kra'vak begin to strike at
key richly laden Pan-African mining colonies on the rim
in a bold gambit to rob the Union of the resources which
fuel its industrial might while coveting those same
resources for Kra'vak military expansion.

2187: The first major success against Kra'Vak ground
forces is reported on the NSL outworld of Rheinhold,
where a combined force of NSL and NAC Marines
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supporting local Militia units manage to beat off an
attempted planetary landing by the alien invaders.
Rheinhold then survives five months of protracted siege
and repeated landing attempts before the
Kra'Vak are driven outsystem by the arrival of a large
joint task force of NAC, NSL, Dutch and Free Cal-Tex
ships.
Elsewhere, humanity does not fare so well, and the
aliens continue to make inroads toward the core
systems. Virtually no information is released to the
public concerning what is happening on worlds taken by
the Kra'Vak, which causes widespread panic as rumors
of massacre and genocide spread. Public
opinion on Earth, Centaurus and Barnard swings in favor
of pulling all forces back from the outworlds to defend
the core. Such a defensive concept does not
find favour with the Military, nor (naturally) with the
colonial population.
2188: Contact is made with a second Xenosentient
species; the Sa'Vasku send a message to humanity by
returning a survivor of the crew of the UNS McCaffrey,
arranging a rendezvous that is attended by a joint
NAC/ESU task force accompanied by a UN ambassador
and xenospecialist team. After a
very strange and inconclusive (to the humans) meeting
between the UN delegation and the Sa'Vasku contact
constructs, mankind is still not sure if it has found new
friends, or new enemies. Over the following years of the
war, Sa'Vasku ships and fleets turn up apparently at
random throughout human space, sometimes hostile,
sometimes friendly and sometimes just observing;
contact with them proves impossible unless they wish to
initiate it, and mankind is still no nearer understanding
their motives or agenda.
2188: Contact is made with the Sa’Vasku. The Yambi
class Superdreadnought Shaka is laid down.
2189: The Kra’Vak push towards the core continues
unabated, with mankind scoring only minor successes in
space and planet side against the onslaught. Late in the
year, a rapid thrust by Kra’Vak forces deep into Human
space is only narrowly defeated when they attack
Centaurus, a battle which causes heavy losses to the
allied human fleets and great damage to the orbital
colonies of the Centaurus system. The appearance of
such a large enemy fleet deep within the core pushes all
the human nations into closer co-operation in the fight to
defeat the Kra'Vak.
2189: Kra'vak forces drive towards the Core Worlds
leading to the Battle of Centaurus. The Universal Navy
cooperates with the UNSC and the navies of all the other
major powers to repulse the Kra'vak offensive. On the
positive side, all human nations now fully realize the
Kra'vak threat and pledge themselves to cooperate
against it.
2190: The Kra'vak offensive into human space falters
after the Battle of Centaurus. There is a brief pause

during which the Kra'vak opt to change their tactics and
they begin to consolidate their hold on the captured
human territories they have taken so far. The pattern of
Kra'vak attacks changes in nature as well from raids and
deep, slashing attacks to a concerted, organized march
into human space. Instead of striking all over human
space, the Kra'vak begin an organized offensive that
advances slowly into human territory systematically
taking world after world and fortifying their holdings as
they advance. The third and final Yambi class
Superdreadnought Nthanda is laid down.

2190: A brief lull occurs in the fighting while the Kra'Vak,
presumably hurting from the defeat at Centaurus,
consolidate their gains in human space and regroup for
their next push. Towards the start of 2191 the offensive
resumes, but with a steadier and more coordinated
strategy than the piecemeal strikes of the earlier years.
The human forces give ground slowly as the Kra'Vak
waves strike at system after system.
2191: First contact between Humanity and the Phalon
race, when a Phalon ship is fired on and destroyed by an
FSE force in the Rhone system. Other
encounters with the Phalons follow, including several
retaliatory attacks, until proper communication is finally
established and the two races begin to understand
something of the other. In the event, diplomatic relations
with the Phalons appear almost as unpredictable as with
the Sa'Vasku, with different factions within the
Conglomerate siding with either Humanity or the Kra'Vak
seemingly at a whim.
2192: The Kra'Vak continue their pressure on the
Hu'man. In July 2192 a small Kra'Vak deep penetration
force actually slips through Sol's system
defenses and reaches as far as Mars orbit, hitting
several orbital facilities before the defending fleets can
intercept and destroy the invaders. Civilian panic on
Earth rises.
2192: First Battle of Mars. The Kra'vak manage to slip a
veteran task force through Sol's battered outer ring of
defenses and launch a strike against the orbital stations
and colonies of Mars, focusing on the shipyards there. At
stake are the under construction ships of the UNSC's
new heavy graser armed battleline. Ships and crews
from all human nations, including the PAU, make the
ultimate sacrifice to defend the shipyards and their
contents and the Kra'vak force is annihilated down to the
last man. Despite the victorious nature of the battle,
civilian morale takes a heavy blow as people begin to
give way to their fears of alien domination.

2193: It becomes obvious that a major Kra'Vak push into
the core, and probably to Sol itself, is very near. In
desperation, the UNSC (coordinating the defense of the
core systems) orders all human forces to withdraw their
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ships from the colonies to interdict the core worlds.
While many units comply, others refuse to abandon their
colonial home-systems which are still under attack from
Kra’Vak forces. As the New Year approaches, the
remnants of the UNSC/allied fleets begin to gather for a
last-ditch defense of the core.
While the PAU is prepared to commit the bulk of its
forces to the defense of Earth and the Core Worlds,
behind the scenes, Universal Navy officials argue
vehemently with their UNSC counterparts over the PAU's
proposed Operation Damocles, the launch of an
expeditionary fleet to take the battle to the Kra'vak. The
UNSC insists now is the time to insure the defense of
the homeworlds and that a counteroffensive can only
take place after that. The PAU believes that the only way
to lift the siege is to threaten the Kra'vak's own home
colonies. The UNSC rightly points out the risk in this plan
in that no one yet knows where the Kra'vak home
systems even are. Tensions are increased when the
PAU takes its plan to the other major powers directly and
informs the UNSC that, if necessary, the Universal Navy
will launch a counteroffensive alone. Opinion is widely
divided over what is the correct course of action but in
the end, the ESU, FSE, NSL, IJSF and NAC all decide to
support the notion of an expeditionary fleet and
contribute forces. Comprised of vessels from all major
powers, the main military might of the expeditionary
force consists of ships from the PAU, IJSF, FSE and
NAC, with the UNSC's major contribution being the elite
of its survey command, under Commodore Kaitlin
Chavez, which will be tasked with the difficult mission of
searching for the Kra'vak's homeworlds while under fire.
Despite the Universal Navy's contributing the largest
naval contingent of the expeditionary force, UNSC Fleet
Admiral Alonso Landry is chosen to lead the combined
fleet which slips out of Sol system late in the year,
jumping out to the rim and further still into the outer dark
towards Kra'vak space.

Fubuki and Yukikaze to back up the stretched thin UNSC
survey ships assigned to the mission. Carrier operations
are coordinated by the IJSF's Commodore Yosima
Fujima, flying his flag from the Akagi class Supercarrier
Hosho, which has a full contingent of multi-mode
fighters. Fujima's second in command is the NAC's
Captain Andreas Bennett of the Inflexible class carrier
RNS Invincible. Invincible's torpedo bomber squadrons
are renowned as the NAC's best. The fleet's ground
forces are organized around its two largest contingents:
NSL Panzer Grenadiers led by Brigadier Rudolf
Drescher and ESU Naval Infantry led by Colonel Zhanna
Tereshkova.

2194: While other battles still rage in many of the
colonial systems, the Kra'Vak main force arrives at the
core. Barnard and the already badly hurt
Centaurus are attacked repeatedly by powerful Kra'Vak
fleets. In May 2194 the first of the Kra'Vak attacks on the
Earth's outer defenses begin. The
Siege of Sol has started.

2194: Operation Damocles
The combined expeditionary fleet is under the command
of UNSC Fleet Admiral Alonso Landry aboard the Sol
class Superdreadnought Hyperion. His second-incommand is PAU Admiral Gunju Yakuba aboard the
Yambi class Superdreadnought Nthanda. The fleet's
survey ships, including the Visionary class Explorer
Pioneer, are led by UNSC Commodore Kaitlin Chavez.
The Japanese have assigned the Scanner Pickets
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